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“Does Anonymity Matter in Electronic Limit Order Markets?”
We develop a model of limit order trading in which some traders have better information on
future price volatility. As limit orders have option-like features, this information is valuable for
limit order traders. We solve for informed and uninformed limit order traders’ bidding strategies
in equilibrium when limit order traders’ IDs are concealed and when they are visible. In either
design, a large (resp. small) spread signals that informed limit order traders expect volatility to
be high (resp. low). However the quality of this signal and market liquidity are diﬀerent in each
market design. We test these predictions using a natural experiment. As of April 23, 2001, the
limit order book for stocks listed on Euronext Paris became anonymous. For our sample stocks,
we ﬁnd that following this change, the average quoted and eﬀective spreads declined signiﬁcantly.
Consistent with our model, we also ﬁnd that the size of the spread is a predictor of future price
volatility and that the strength of the association between the spread and volatility is weaker
after the switch to anonymity.
Keywords: Market Microstructure, Limit Order Trading, Anonymity, Transparency, Liq-
uidity, Volatility Forecasts.
JEL Classiﬁcation: G10, G14, G241I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the last decade, the security industry has witnessed a proliferation of electronic trading sys-
tems. Several of these new trading venues (e.g. Island for equity markets, Reuters D2000-2
for the foreign exchange market or MTS in bond markets) are organized as limit order markets
where traders can either post quotes (submit limit orders) or hit posted quotes (submit mar-
ket orders). This development has spurred considerable interest in understanding the trading
process in these markets. Although signiﬁcant progress has been achieved, there are still many
unresolved questions.1 In particular, the impact of market design (transparency, priority rules
etc...) on market liquidity and the informational content of the limit order book is still not well
understood for limit order markets.
A case in point is the amount of information provided on traders’ identities. Some markets
(e.g. the Hong Kong Stock Exchange or the ASX) disclose, for each limit order standing in
the limit order book, the issuing broker’s identiﬁcation code. In other markets (e.g. Island,
Euronext or the NYSE), these brokers’ IDs are concealed. Does it matter? How is market
liquidity aﬀected by the disclosure of limit order traders’ identities? Is the informational content
of the limit order book aﬀected by anonymity? These questions are important as the eﬀects of
disclosing information about traders’ identities and the nature of information contained in limit
order books are constantly debated by practitioners, regulators and researchers. Our objective
is to shed light on these issues, both theoretically and empirically.
Our analysis builds upon the idea that the limit order book contains information on the
magnitude or the likelihood of future price changes (i.e. future price volatility). This claim
follows from the fact that limit orders have option-like features. A trader who submits a sell
(resp.buy) limit order on a security oﬀers, for free, a call (resp.put) option on this security with
a strike price equal to the price of the limit order. These options are valuable because traders
monitoring the market can exercise them when there is a shift in the value of the security, by
“picking oﬀ” stale limit orders. In order to cover the losses incurred when their limit orders
are picked oﬀ, liquidity suppliers charge a bid-ask spread (see Copeland and Galai (1983)). As
volatility is an important determinant of option values, information on future price volatility is
valuable for limit order traders. It helps them to control their exposure to the risk of being
picked-oﬀ by adequatly pricing their limit orders. Hence this information should be reﬂected into
the prices posted in the limit order book.
In our model, we assume that some liquidity providers (“expert traders”) have superior infor-
mation on future price volatility. Speciﬁcally, expert traders have information on the likelihood
1Bloomﬁeld, O’Hara and Saar (2003), Section 2, provide an excellent overview of the theoretical literature on
limit order markets.
1of future price movements, which determines the risk of being picked oﬀ. Cautious bidding by
expert traders, manifested by a large quoted spread, signals that this risk is large. We explore
in details the implications of this remark. We show that a large spread can deter non-expert
traders from improving upon the oﬀers posted in the book. In turn, this eﬀect induces expert
traders to use “bluﬃng strategies”. They sometimes try to “fool” non-expert traders by bidding
as if the risk of being picked oﬀ were large (they post non-aggressive limit orders) when indeed
it is small. When their bluﬀ is successful, i.e. deters non-experts from improving upon posted
quotes, experts earn larger proﬁts.2
We compare the equilibrium outcome when the market is non-anonymous ( limit order traders’
IDs are visible) and the market is anonymous (limit order traders’ IDs are concealed). A large
quoted spread foreshadows a price movement and signals that the risk of being picked-oﬀ is large
in either design. However, in the anonymous environment, uninformed traders cannot distinguish
informative orders from non-informative orders. Accordingly, their bidding behavior is driven by
their belief about the identity of the traders with orders in the limit order book. If expert traders
represent a small fraction of the population submitting limit orders then a large spread is a
weak signal that a price movement is pending. In this case, uninformed dealers are more likely
to improve upon posted quotes in the anonymous environment. In contrast, if expert traders
represent a signiﬁcant fraction of the trading population then a large spread is a strong signal
that a price movement is pending. In this case, uninformed traders are less likely to improve
upon posted quotes in the anonymous environment. As for expert traders, they always bid more
aggressively (i.e. bluﬀ less frequently) when their identities are concealed than when they are
not. Intuitively, their attempt to manipulate uninformed traders’ beliefs is less eﬀective in the
anonymous environment.3
Ultimately, these eﬀects determine the impact of a switch to anonymity on market liquidity
and on the informativeness of the book. If the fraction of expert traders is small then a switch
to anonymity makes all types of limit order traders more aggressive. Hence this switch reduces
(i) the size of the quoted spread and (ii) the size of the eﬀective spread (the diﬀerence between
the execution price of a market order and the mid-quote). We also show that in this case a
switch to anonymity reduces the informativeness of the size of the bid-ask spread for future price
movements. Intuitively, the size of the spread is less informative because uninformed traders play
2In our model, a large quoted spread signals to potential competitors that the proﬁtability of limit orders within
the best quotes is small. This signal reduces potential competitors’ incentive to enter more competitive orders in
the book. This line of reasoning is reminiscent of Milgrom and Roberts (1982) or Harrington (1986) ’s studies of
limit pricing by a monopolist or oligopolists.
3Several market observers have pointed out that non-anonymity facilitates market manipulation. This problem
has played an important role in the decision of the Tokyo Stock Exchange to switch to an anomymous trading
system in July 2003. See “TSE witholds broker names in bid to deter speculators”, Financial Times, July, 1st, 2003.
2a more important role in determining bid-ask spreads.
We test these predictions using a natural experiment. This experiment takes opportunity of
a change in the anonymity of the trading system owned by Euronext Paris (the French stock
exchange). Euronext Paris operates an electronic limit order market where brokerage ﬁrms
(henceforth broker-dealers) can place orders for their own account or on behalf of their clients.4
Until April 23, 2001 the identiﬁcation codes for broker-dealers submitting limit orders were
displayed to all brokerage ﬁrms. Since then, the limit order book is anonymous. Thus, using
Euronext Paris data, we are able to empirically study the eﬀect of concealing liquidity suppliers’
identities and test some predictions of the model.
The empirical analysis supports our prediction that concealing liquidity suppliers’ IDs aﬀects
the liquidity of a limit order market. Our experiment reveals a signiﬁcant decrease in various
measures of the quoted spread and the eﬀective spread after the switch to an anonymous limit
order book. These results are robust after controlling for changes in other variables which are
known to aﬀect bid-ask spreads (such as volatility and trading volume). We also ﬁnd that the
quoted depth (the number of shares oﬀered at the best quotes), for various spread sizes, has
increased following the switch to anonymity (although not signiﬁcantly). Overall these ﬁndings
suggest that the switch to anonymity has improved market liquidity.
Our empirical analysis also reveals that the limit order book contains information on the
magnitude of future price changes. We divide each trading day into intervals of thirty minutes.
We ﬁnd that there is a positive and signiﬁcant relationship between the magnitude of the price
movement in one interval and the size of the spread in the previous interval. We also ﬁnd that the
strength of the association between price volatility and the lagged bid-ask spread is signiﬁcantly
smaller after the switch to anonymity. This ﬁnding is consistent with our model. Actually, in
this model, a switch to anonymity reduces the informativeness of the bid-ask spread precisely
when it improves market liquidity.
There is an intriguing contrast between our ﬁndings and the ﬁndings in the extant articles
on the eﬀects of anonymity in ﬁnancial markets.5 These articles have primarily focused on the
eﬀects of providing information on the identities of the traders submitting marketable orders
(liquidity demanders). Their common conclusion is that concealing information about liquidity
demanders’ identities impairs market liquidity. This conclusion rests on the fact that anonymity
exacerbates adverse selection problems because it reduces liquidity suppliers’ ability to screen
informed and non-informed liquidity demanders. In contrast we focus on the eﬀects of providing
4Many electronic limit order markets (e.g. the Toronto Stock Exchange, the Stockholm Stock Exchange or
Island) have a design which is very similar to the trading system used by Euronext Paris.
5These include Seppi (1990), Forster and Georges (1992), Benveniste et al. (1992), Madhavan and Cheng (1997),
Garﬁnkel and Nimalendran (2002), and Theissen (2003).
3information on the identities of the traders with limit orders in the book (liquidity suppliers).
Our theoretical and empirical ﬁndings show that concealing information on liquidity suppliers’
identities can improve market liquidity. These results underscore the complex nature of the issues
related to anonymity in ﬁnancial markets.
Finally our ﬁndings contribute to the recent literature on the informational content of the
book (Irvine, Benston and Kandel (2000), Kalay and Whol (2002), Harris and Penchapagesan
(2003), Cao, Hansch and Wang (2003)). This literature has analyzed whether book information
(e.g. order imbalances) could be used to predict the direction of future price changes. In contrast,
we study the informativeness of the book on future price volatility.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant literature.
Section 3 describes a theoretical model of trading in a limit order market. In Section 4, we solve
for equilibrium bidding strategies and we compare trading outcomes when liquidity suppliers’
identities are disclosed and when they are concealed. Section 5 derives the empirical implications
of our model and brieﬂy discusses possible extensions. In Section 6, we empirically analyze
the eﬀect of concealing liquidity suppliers’ identities using data from Euronext Paris. Section
7 concludes. The proofs which do not appear in the text are collected in the appendix. The
notation used in the theoretical model is listed in Table 1 just before the Appendix.
2A R e v i e w o f t h e L i t e r a t u r e
The provision of information on traders’ identities improves market transparency. For this reason
our paper is related to the longstanding controversy regarding the desirability of transparency in
security markets (see O’Hara (1995) for a review). Recent papers have analyzed theoretically and
empirically the eﬀect of providing information on the prices and sizes of limit orders standing in
the book (respectively Baruch (1999), Madhavan, Porter and Weaver (2002) and Boehmer, Saar
and Yu (2003)). However, none of these papers analyze the eﬀect of disclosing information on
limit order traders’ identities, holding information on limit order sizes and prices constant.6
Waisburd (2003) analyzes empirically the eﬀect of revealing traders’ identities post-trade,
using data from Euronext Paris. In contrast, we focus on the eﬀect of revealing liquidity suppliers’
IDs before a transaction. Waisburd (2003) considers a sample of stocks which trade under two
diﬀerent anonymity regimes: one in which the identities of the brokers involved in a transaction
are revealed post trade and one in which they are concealed. He ﬁnds that the average bid-ask
spread is larger and quoted depth is smaller in the post-trade anonymous regime. Interestingly,
6In Euronext Paris, intermediaries can observe all limit orders standing in the book (except hidden orders).
This feature of the market has not been altered by the switch to anonymous trading.
4our empirical ﬁndings go in the opposite direction : the average bid-ask spread is smaller and
the quoted depth is larger when liquidity suppliers’ IDs are concealed. Hence post-trade and
pre-trade anonymity have strikingly diﬀerent eﬀects.
Simaan, Weaver and Whitcomb (2003) argue that non-anonymous trading facilitates collusion
among liquidity suppliers. Actually it is easier to detect and retribute dealers who breach a
non-competitive pricing agreement when dealers’ IDs are displayed. Simaan et al. (2003) ﬁnd
that dealers post more aggressive quotes in ECNs’ than in Nasdaq, as predicted by the collusion
hypothesis (dealers’ IDs are displayed on Nasdaq but not in ECNs’).7 Our model does not rely on
collusion among liquidity suppliers and thereby provides an alternative to Simaan et al. (2003)’s
collusion hypothesis.
Rindi (2002) considers a rational expectations model (` a la Grossman and Stiglitz (1980)). In
the non-anonymous market, uninformed traders can make their oﬀers contingent on the demand
function of informed traders (their “limit orders”) whereas they cannot in the anonymous market.
With exogenous information acquisition, she shows that market liquidity is always smaller in the
anonymous market. With endogenous information acquisition, she ﬁnds parameter values for
which liquidity is higher in the anonymous market.
Our approach is distinct from Rindi (2002) because the nature of private information for
liquidity suppliers is diﬀerent. In our model, informed liquidity suppliers have information on
the likelihood of a price movement but not on the direction of this price movement (more on
this in Section 3.2). Furthermore the trading mechanism considered in this paper is diﬀerent.
Rindi (2002) analyzes a batch auction in which all orders are submitted simultaneously and are
executed at a single clearing price. In contrast, in our model, liquidity suppliers submit their
orders sequentially and, importantly, market orders can execute at diﬀerent prices (they can “walk
up” or “walk down” the book). This is closer to the actual operations of limit order markets.
For this reason, our paper is related to the recent literature on price formation in limit order
markets (in particular Glosten (1994), Seppi (1997) and Sand˚ as (2001)). Our baseline model
can be seen as a (very) simpliﬁed version of Glosten (1994), with sequential bidding (as in Seppi
(1997) or Sand˚ as (2001)). In contrast to the extant literature however, we assume that some
traders are better informed about the likelihood of a change in the asset value, i.e. the exposure
of limit orders to “the risk of being picked-oﬀ”. As these traders use this information to position
their orders in the book, the state of the book provides information on future price volatility and
7Albanesi and Rindi (2000) also consider the eﬀect of anonymity in a dealership market. The screen-based
trading system used in the Italian bond market became anonymous in 1997. Albanesi and Rindi (2000) compare
the time-series properties of transaction prices in this market before and after 1997. Due to data constraints, they
cannot report results on direct measures of market liquidity such as quoted spread and depth, as we do in this
paper.
5the risk of being picked oﬀ. This signaling role for the state of the book is new to this paper and
is key for our results regarding anonymity.
3 The Model
3.1 Timing and Market Structure
We consider the following model of trading in a security market. There are 3 dates. At date 2,
the ﬁnal value of the security, which is denoted e V2, is realized. It is given by
e V2 = v0 +e ²1, (1)
where e ²1 is a random variable with zero mean. For simplicity we assume that e ²1 takes one
of two values: +σ or −σ with equal probabilities. If an information event occurs at date 1, a
trader (henceforth a speculator) observes the innovation, ²1, with probability α.8 Upon becoming
informed, the speculator can decide to trade or not. If, as happens with probability (1 − α), no
trader observes ²1 or if no information event occurs at date 1, a liquidity trader submits a buy
or a sell market order with equal probabilities.
Each order must be expressed in terms of a minimum unit (a round lot) which is equal to q
shares. In the rest of the paper, we normalize the size of 1 round lot to 1 share (q =1 ) . T h e
order size submitted by a liquidity trader is random and can be “small” (equal to 1 round lot)
or “large” (equal to 2 round lots) with equal probabilities.
Following Easley and O’Hara (1992), we assume that there is uncertainty on the occurrence
of an information event at date 1. Speciﬁcally, we assume that the probability of an information
event is π0 =0 .5. F i g u r e1d e p i c t st h et r e ed i a g r a mo ft h et r a d i n gp r o c e s sa td a t e1 .L i q u i d i t y
suppliers (described below) post limit orders for the security at date 0. A sell (buy) limit order
speciﬁes a price and the maximum number of round lots a trader is willing to sell (buy) at this
price. In the rest of this section we describe in more detail the decisions which are taken at dates
1 and 0. Our modeling choices are discussed in detail in the next subsection.
Speculator. The speculator submits a buy or a sell order depending on the direction of his
information. If ²1 is positive (negative), the speculator submits a buy (sell) market order so as
8An information event can be seen, for instance, as the arrival of public information (corporate announcements,
price movements in related stocks, headlines news etc...). In this case, the probability α is the probability that
a trader reacts to the new information before mispriced limit orders disappear from the book (either because a
market order arrived or because limit order traders cancelled their orders); see Foucault, Ro¨ ell and Sand˚ as (2003)
for instance.
6to pick oﬀ all sell (buy) limit orders with a price below v0 + σ (resp. above (v0− σ)).
Liquidity Suppliers. Following Harris and Hasbrouck (1996), we assume that there are two
kinds of liquidity suppliers: (a) risk-neutral value traders who post limit orders so as to maximize
their expected proﬁts and (b) pre-committed traders who have to buy or to sell a given number
of round lots. Value traders can be viewed as brokers who trade for their own account. Pre-
committed traders represent brokers who seek to execute an order on behalf of a client (e.g. an
institutional investor who rebalances his portfolio).9 Henceforth we will refer to the value traders
as being “the dealers”.
We assume that dealers are not equally informed on the likelihood of an information event.
There are two types of dealers: (i) informed dealers who know whether or not an information event
will take place at date 1 (but they do not know the direction of the event) and (ii) uninformed
dealers who do not have this knowledge. Of course the risk of being picked oﬀ and thereby the
cost of providing liquidity are larger when an information event is about to occur. For this reason,
the schedule of limit orders posted by informed dealers is informative about the cost of liquidity
provision.
Dealers post their limit orders sequentially, in 2 stages denoted L (ﬁrst stage) and F (second
stage). Figure 2 describes the timing of the bidding game which takes place at date 0. With
probability (1−β), the price schedule (the limit order book) posted in the ﬁrst stage is established
by an informed dealer. Otherwise the limit order book is established by precommitted liquidity
suppliers. In the second stage, an uninformed dealer observes the limit order book, updates
her beliefs on the likelihood of an information event and decides to submit limit orders or not.
This timing gives us the possibility to analyze how uninformed dealers react to the information
contained in the limit order book. In the rest of the paper, we call the liquidity supplier acting
in stage L :t h eLeader and the liquidity supplier acting in stage F :t h eFollower. Given this
structure, β should be interpreted as measuring informed dealers’ “weight” in establishing the
quotes.
At date 1, the incoming buy (sell) market order is ﬁlled against the sell (buy) limit orders
posted in the book. Price priority is enforced and each limit order executes at its price. Further-
more, time priority is enforced. That is, at a given price, the limit order placed by the leader is
executed before the limit order placed by the follower. Table 2 below lists the diﬀerent types of
traders in our model.
9Foucault, Kadan and Kandel (2003) show that it can be optimal for pre-committed traders to use limit orders
instead of market orders.
7Table 2: The Traders
Liquidity Suppliers (date 0) Liquidity Demanders (date 1)
Precommitted Limit Order Traders Liquidity Traders
Uninformed Dealers Speculators
Informed Dealers
Limit Order Book. Modeling price formation in limit order markets quickly becomes very
complicated. In order to keep the model tractable, we make the following assumptions. Liquidity
suppliers can post sell limit orders at prices A1 and A2. We assume that
A2 − A1 = A1 − v0 = ∆ > 0. (2)
The parameter ∆ is the tick size, i.e. the minimum variation between two consecutive quotes in
the book : A1 is the smallest eligible price above the unconditional expected value of the asset
and A2 is the second smallest eligible price above this value. We describe the price schedule
posted by liquidity supplier j by the pair (Q1j,Q 2j)w h e r eQkj denotes the number of round lots
oﬀered by liquidity supplier j at price Ak,k∈ {1,2}.W ea s s u m et h a tQkj ≤ 2. This assumption
is innocuous because a market order submitted by a liquidity trader is at most for 2 round lots.
It just simpliﬁes the presentation of the results. We also assume that
A1 <v 0 + σ ≤ A2. (3)
This assumption implies that limit orders posted at price A1 are exposed to the risk of an infor-
mation event but limit orders posted at price A2 are not. Two implications follow. Collectively,
dealers will never supply more than 2 round lots at price A1 because this is the maximum demand
of a liquidity trader.10 Furthermore dealers (informed or uninformed) can safely oﬀer 2 round
lots (the maximum size) at price A2.
Thus, we can restrict our attention to the case in which the leader chooses one of 3 price
schedules on the sell side: (a) (0,2),(b) (1,2) and (c) (2,2) that we denote T, S and D,r e s p e c -
tively. At the end of the ﬁrst stage, the limit order book can be in one of 3 states: (a) “thin”i f
the leader posts schedule T,( b )“ shallow” if the leader posts schedule S or (c) “deep”i ft h el e a d e r
posts schedule D. Given the state of the book, the uninformed dealer has three possible actions
: (1) add 1 round lot at price A1, (2) add 2 round lots at price A1 or (3) do nothing. She never
submits a limit order at price A2 since this order has a zero execution probability (the leader
always oﬀers 2 round lots at price A2). In summary, the follower chooses one of the following price
10Any round lot in excess of the 2 round lots executes only against orders submitted by the speculator because
a liquidity trader never submits an order larger than 2 round lots.
8schedules: (a) (1,0), (b) (2,0) or (c) (0,0). Each dealer chooses the schedule which maximizes
his expected proﬁt. The choice of pre-committed liquidity suppliers is exogenous: they choose
schedule K ∈ {T,S,D} with probability 0 < ΦK < 1.
We make symmetric assumptions on the buy side. This symmetry implies that the equilibrium
price schedules on the buy side are the mirror image of the equilibrium price schedules on the
sell side. Thus from now on we focus on the sell limit orders chosen by the dealers exclusively.11
Consider the case in which a buy market order is submitted at date 1 and let e Q(Q1)b et h e
size of this order when Q1 ∈ {0,1,2} round lots are oﬀered at price A1 at date 1. The buy market
order can either be submitted by a liquidity trader or by a speculator. In the ﬁr s tc a s e ,t h es i z eo f
the market order is exogenous and can be for 1 or 2 round lots. We denote it by e Ql ∈ {q,2q}.A
speculator optimally chooses the size of his market order. We denote this size by e Qs .I f²1 = σ,
a speculator optimally picks oﬀ all sell limit orders placed at price A1 (since A1 <v 0 +σ)w h i c h
implies e Qs = Q1. We deduce that :
e Q(Q1)=IQ1 +( 1− I)e Ql, (4)
where I is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the trader submitting a buy market order at date 1
is informed and zero otherwise.
Anonymous and Non-Anonymous Limit Order Markets. We shall distinguish two
diﬀerent trading systems: (i) the anonymous limit order market and (ii) the non-anonymous
limit order market. In the non-anonymous trading system, the follower observes the identity of
the leader, that is she can distinguish between informative and non informative orders. In the
anonymous market, she cannot. In both cases, however, the follower observes the price schedules
posted in the ﬁrst stage (i.e. the book is “open”).
Measures of Market Liquidity We will compare the liquidity of these two trading systems
for ﬁxed values of the exogenous parameters (σ,α,β,∆). We compute two diﬀerent measures of
market liquidity: (a) the small trade spread (or quoted spread) which is the diﬀerence between
the best ask price and the unconditional expected value of the security and (b) the large trade
spread which is the diﬀerence between the marginal execution price of a market order for 2 round
lots and the unconditional expected value of the security. For instance, if the ﬁrst round lot
executes at price A1 and the second round lot executes at price A2, the large trade spread is
11A sw er e s t r i c tb i d d e r st o2q u o t e so ne a c hs i d eo ft h eb o o k ,o u rm o d e li sb e s tv i e w e da sam o d e lo fc o m p e t i t i o n
at the inner quotes in the book. Several empirical papers (e.g. Biais, Hillion and Spatt (1995)) ﬁnd that most of
the activity is at, or close to, the best quotes.
9(A2 −v0). The large trade spread is a measure of price impact and is conceptually similar to the
eﬀective spread in our empirical analysis.
The expected small trade spread in a given trading mechanism is given by:
ESsmall =P r ( Q1 ≥ 1)A1 +P r ( Q1 =0 ) A2 − v0
= ∆(1 + Pr(Q1 =0 ) ) . (5)
The expected large trade spread is given by
ESlarge =P r ( Q1 =2 ) A1 +( 1− Pr(Q1 =2 ) ) A2 − v0,
which rewrites
ESlarge = ∆(2 − Pr(Q1 =2 ) ) . (6)
Notice that the measures of market liquidity are determined by the probability distribution of the
quoted depth (Q1) at the end of the bidding stage. As shown in Section 5, for some parameter
values, a switch to anonymity reduces the small trade spread but simultaneously increases the
large trade spread. Market liquidity unambiguously improves when both the small trade spread
and the large trade spread decrease.
3.2 Discussion.
Informed Dealers. Declerk (2001) shows that there are substantial variations in the trading
proﬁts of the intermediaries who actively trade for their own account on Euronext Paris. This
ﬁnding suggests that some intermediaries (those with superior proﬁts on average) have more
expertise, i.e. have an edge in positioning their quotes in the limit order book.
In our model, this expertise comes from superior information on the likelihood of a future
price movement. Alternatively, we could have assumed that informed dealers have information
on the magnitude of upcoming price changes (i.e. σ). The results in this case are identical
to those we obtain. In both cases informed dealers have information on future price volatility
(Va r(²1)). Information on future price volatility is useful for limit order traders because it helps
them to correctly assess their exposure to the risk of being picked oﬀ and to position their quotes
accordingly.
It is worth stressing that, in our model, informed dealers have information on future price
volatility but not on the direction of future price movements.12 In particular, observe that the
expected value of the security at date 0 is the same (and equal to v0) for informed and uninformed
12As an example, consider the case of a dealer who knows that a merger announcement is pending. Numerous
10dealers alike. Hence it cannot be optimal for an informed dealer to trade against the book (since
bid-ask prices are positioned around v0). In other words, information on future price volatility is
useful for limit order trading but useless for market order trading.
Some empirical ﬁndings suggest that some liquidity suppliers are able to correctly forecast the
magnitude of future price movements. For instance, Lee, Mucklow and Ready (1993) ﬁnd that
the reduction in quoted depth and the increase in spread which precede earnings announcements
are greater for announcements which trigger large price movements. They conclude (p.368) that:
“Both ﬁndings suggest a market in which the liquidity suppliers are able to anticipate, to some
extent, the price informativeness of an upcoming earnings release.” Anand and Martell (2001)
ﬁnd that limit orders placed by institutional investors on the NYSE perform better than those
placed by individuals, even after controlling for order characteristics (such as order aggressiveness
or order size). They argue (p.2) that institutional investors are better able “to predict at least
the ﬂow of information and use this knowledge to submit trades, which avoid adverse selection
associated with limit orders”.
There is also anedoctal evidence that less informed traders actively use the information con-
tained in limit orders. For instance, a recent consultation paper of the Australian Stock Exchange
notes that (p.7)13:
“Broker ids are an additional piece of information that can, in some circumstances,
be useful in predicting future market activity. It is apparent that some traders attempt
to second-guess future price movements based on trading by particular brokers [...]
This activity has the ability to stiﬂe and suppress natural liquidity, and imposes extra
costs on participants when they try to disguise their trading strategies to protect their
positions”
Also, on Euronext Paris, some intermediaries bitterly complained that it was more diﬃcult
for them to piggy-back on the orders placed by large (and presumably expert) intermediaries
when the limit order book became anonymous.14
Timing. In our model, the informed dealer always submits his limit orders before the follower.
A more general formulation would allow the sequence in which the informed and the uninformed
empirical studies have shown that this type of announcement has no impact on the price of the acquiring ﬁrm, on
average. Thus a dealer with this information can correctly anticipate that the announcement will trigger a price
reaction for the acquiring ﬁrm without being able to predict the direction of the price reaction. Calcagno and Lovo
(2001) or Rindi (2002) consider models in which liquidity suppliers possess directional information.
13See “ASX market reforms-Enhancing the liquidity of the Australian equity markets”.
14See the following newspaper article : “L’anonymat gˆ ene les professionnels”, La Tribune, April 24th, page 1.
11dealer choose their price schedules to be random.15 This formulation however would obscure the
presentation of our results without adding new insights. Actually, the follower’s bidding strategy
depends on the identity of the leader only when (i) the leader has a chance to be informed and
(ii) the follower is uninformed. This conﬁguration is therefore the only case in which concealing
the leader’s identity has an eﬀect, if any.
Pre-committed Traders. Obviously, a switch to anonymity prevents traders from distin-
guishing informative and non-informative limit orders. Thus it blurs the inferences which can
be drawn from the limit order book. In order to capture this eﬀect, we have introduced pre-
commited limit order traders in our model. By assumption, the orders placed by these traders
contain no information. Hence, the larger is β, the smaller is the probability that the best quotes
have been set by traders with information. In a sense, pre-committed traders play the role as-
cribed to noise traders in Noisy Rational Expectations models (e.g. Hellwig (1980)). As in many
of these models, the behavior of these traders is taken as being exogenous.
4 Equilibria in Anonymous and Non-Anonymous Limit Order
Markets
In this section, we analyze the nature of equilibria in the anonymous and in the non-anonymous
market. We proceed as follows. First, as a building block, we study the follower’s optimal
reaction in each possible state of the book for given, but arbitrary, beliefs π about the occurrence
of an information event. Second, we study the benchmark case in which dealers have symmetric
information (the leader and the follower are uninformed). Then we consider the case in which
dealers have asymmetric information. In this case we ﬁrst consider the regime in which the
market is anonymous and eventually the non-anonymous regime.
4.1 The Follower’s Optimal Reaction
Consider the case in which the follower observes a thin book (K = T) at the end of the ﬁrst stage.
If she places a sell limit order for one round lot at price A1 then her proﬁt in case of execution
15In auctions with ﬁxed end times, expert bidders may choose to place their bids in the closing seconds of the
auction to avoid revealing their information (see the empirical study of Roth and Ockenfels (2002)). In limit order
markets, the notion of ﬁxed end time does not apply since the times at which market orders arrive are random.
Thus an informed bidder who chooses to wait in order to avoid revealing his information runs the risk of missing
the next trade. In addition, he cannot be certain that an uninformed bidder will not react before the arrival of the
next market order. In these conditions, it is natural to assume that bidders’ arrival times are random.
12is :
A1 − V.
Consequently, her expected proﬁt conditional on execution is
A1 − Eπ(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1), (7)
where π is the follower’s belief on the occurence of an information event. In case of execution, the
follower deduces that the size of the market order is at least equal to 1 round lot. This explains
why the follower’s valuation (conditional on execution) is given by an “upper-tail expectation”
(see Glosten (1994)). Computations yield
Eπ(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) = v0 + πασ. (8)
Now consider the case in which the follower oﬀers another round-lot at price A1 when one is
already oﬀered. Using the same reasoning, we deduce that the follower’s expected proﬁto nt h e
second round lot is
A1 − Eπ(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2). (9)
Computations yield




It is useful to interpret Eπ(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) as the “cost” of providing 1 round lot at price A1
for a dealer who assigns a probability π to the occurrence of an information event. Similarly
Eπ(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) is the cost of providing one additional round lot at price A1 when one is
already oﬀered.16 For this reason, we refer to the cost schedule deﬁned by Equations (8) and (10)





)ασ > πασ ∀π > 0.
The informed speculator always exhausts the depth available at price A1. In contrast, a liquidity
trader always trades at least 1 round lot but not necessarily 2 round lots. Thus the second round
lot oﬀered at price A1 is relatively more exposed to the risk of being picked oﬀ than the ﬁrst
round lot. This explains why the cost of providing this second round lot is larger than the cost
16For a given π, the cost of providing a second round lot at price A1 does not depend on whether the trader
oﬀering the second round lot is also the trader oﬀering the ﬁrst round lot or not. Actually if the two traders
are diﬀerent, the ﬁrst one has time priority. Thus the ﬁrst round lot will be executed before the second. Hence
execution of the second round lot means that the market order size is larger than or equal to 2 round lots.
17The actual cost is either high if an information event occurs or low (and equal to zero here) if there is no
information event.
13of providing the ﬁrst one. Hence it may be optimal (depending on parameter values) to oﬀer 1
round lot at price A1, but not more.
When the state of the book is informative, the follower’s belief about the occurence of an
information event, π, will depend on the state of the book just before she submits (or not) her
limit order. Henceforth, to make this linkage explicit, we denote by πK the follower’s belief when
the state of the book, at the end of stage L,i sK (πK is endogenized in section 4.3).
Equations (7) and (9) imply that the follower perceives the expected proﬁto nt h emarginal
round lot oﬀered at price A1 as being
A1 − EπK(V | e Q(Q1) ≥ Q1), (11)
where Q1 is the total number of round lots oﬀered at price A1 at the end of the bidding stage.
For a given state of the book at the end of stage L, the follower must optimally ﬁll the book up
to the point where an additional round lot oﬀered at price A1 would lose money (as ﬁrst pointed
out by Seppi (1997) and Sandas (2001)). This means that the follower ﬁlls the book in such a
way that eventually Q∗
1 round lots are oﬀered at price A1 where Q∗
1 is the largest integer in {1,2}
such that
A1 − EπK(V | e Q(Q∗
1) ≥ Q∗
1) ≥ 0. (12)
If this inequality cannot be satisﬁed for Q∗
1 ∈ {1,2} then Q∗
1 = 0 (the book is empty at price A1).
Using this remark and Equations (8) and (10), the follower’s optimal behavior for each possible
state of the book is easily derived. It is given by the next lemma.
Lemma 1 :
1. When the follower observes a thin book, she submits a limit order at price A1 for 2 round
lots if 2πTασ
πTα+1 < ∆, 1r o u n dl o ti fπTασ < ∆ < 2πTασ
πTα+1 and does nothing otherwise.
2. When the follower observes a shallow book, she submits a limit order at price A1 for 1 round
lot if 2πSασ
πSα+1 < ∆ and does nothing otherwise.
3. When the follower observes a deep book, she does nothing.
The risk of being picked oﬀ is large when the likelihood of an information event is large. For
this reason the expected cost of liquidity provision increases with the likelihood of an information
event (see Equations (8) and (10)). Hence the follower’s inclination to add depth to the book
is smaller when she assigns a large probability to the occurrence of an information event. This
eﬀect explains why, for a given state of the book, the follower acts less and less aggressively as
the likelihood of an information event, πK,i n c r e a s e s .
144.2 A Benchmark : Symmetric information.
When dealers have symmetric information on future price volatility, the state of the book at the
end of the ﬁrst stage does not convey information on the actual cost of liquidity provision to the
follower. For this reason, the follower’s beliefs about this cost are unaﬀected by the state of the
book and the level of information on traders’ IDs. Therefore πS = πT = π0
def
=0 .5i nb o t ht h e
anonymous and the non-anonymous trading systems.
In this case, it follows from the reasoning in the previous subsection that, in equilibrium, the
number of round lots oﬀered at price A1 at the end of the bidding stage is the largest Q∗
1 in {1,2}
such that:
A1 − Eπ0(V | e Q(Q∗
1) ≥ Q∗
1) ≥ 0, (13)
and if this inequality cannot be satisﬁed for Q∗
1 ∈ {1,2} then Q∗
1 =0 . O b s e r v et h a tQ∗
1 in this
case does not depend on the state of the book at the end of the ﬁrst stage (K does not play a
role in Inequality (13)). Also, and more importantly, Q∗
1 does not depend on whether or not the
market is anonymous. It immediately follows that the liquidity of the limit order market is not
aﬀected by the provision of information on traders’ IDs in this case.
Proposition 1 (Benchmark): When dealers have symmetric information, market liquidity (i.e.
the small trade spread and the large trade spread) is identical in the anonymous and in the non-
anonymous trading system.
This result will not hold when there is asymmetric information among dealers, as shown in
Corollary 2 (Section 4.4). The exact value of Q∗
1 depends on the parameters. Using Equations








The next proposition describes the equilibrium bidding strategies of each dealer in equilibrium
when this condition is satisﬁed.
Proposition 2 (Benchmark): Suppose that dealers have symmetric information. When 2ασ
α+2 <
∆, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium is as follows: (i) the dealer acting in stage L chooses
schedule D and (ii) the follower acts as described in Lemma 1 for πS = πT =0 .5. In equilibrium,
the book obtained at the end of the second stage is always deep (2 round lots are oﬀered at price
A1), i.e. the small trade spread and the large trade spread are equal to A1 − v0.
15Observe that when she observes a large spread, the follower submits a limit order establishing
the small spread. Anticipating this reaction, the dealer acting in stage L oﬀers 2 round lots at
price A1, leaving no possibility of entry to the follower.
In the rest of the paper, we will assume that the parameters satisfy Condition (14). This
restriction on the parameters does not aﬀect the ﬁndings regarding anonymity but it simpliﬁes
the presentation of the paper. Actually it limits the number of subcases that must be analyzed
to describe the equilibrium. Furthermore, this restriction helps us to better focus the analysis
on the driving force behind our results : a large spread can deter the follower from improving
upon the best quotes because it signals an impending information event. This eﬀect can be non-
ambiguously ascribed to asymmetric information if it does not arise otherwise, i.e. if the follower
always improves upon a large spread when dealers have identical information. The condition on
the parameters guarantees that this is the case as shown by the previous proposition.
4.3 The Anonymous Limit Order Market
Now we turn to the case in which there is asymmetric information among dealers. In this
subsection we analyze equilibrium bidding strategies when the limit order market is anonymous.
Throughout we focus on Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the bidding game at date 0, as usual in
analyses of signaling games. We denote by Ψ an indicator variable which is equal to 1 if there




< ∆ < ασ. (15)
The Left Hand Side of this inequality just restates Condition (14). The Right Hand Side implies
that when there is an information event, limit orders placed at price A1 do not yield positive
expected proﬁts.18 Actually, the actual cost of providing 1 round lot at price A1 if there is an
information event is (see Eq.(8)):
E1(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) = v0 + ασ,
which is larger than A1 = v0+∆ when ∆ < ασ. The cost of providing 2 round lots is even larger
since the cost of liquidity provision at price A1 increases with the quantity supplied at this price.
Thus when the informed dealer knows that an information event is about to take place, he
cannot proﬁtably place a limit order at price A1. For this reason we shall focus on equilibria in
18Clearly the set of parameters such that Condition (15) is satisﬁed is never empty. We have also assumed:
σ ≤ 2∆. This constraint combined with the R.H.S of Condition (15) imposes α >
1
2. This condition can be relaxed
if the condition σ ≤ 2∆ is relaxed. Intuitively, the risk of informed trading matters only if α or σ are large enough.
16which the informed dealer posts a large spread (chooses schedule T) when there is an information
event. When there is no information event, the informed dealer can proﬁtably establish the deep
book. He then obtains an expected proﬁte q u a lt o :
ΠL(D,0)
def




But he may also try to reap a larger proﬁt by quoting a large spread (the less competitive
schedule T). If the informed dealer sometimes behaves in this way, we say that he follows a
bluﬃng strategy.
For the follower, a large spread constitutes a warning : maybe the spread is large because
the leader knows that an information event is pending. Accordingly she revises upward the
probability she assigns to an information event (see Eq.(17) below). If this revision is large
enough, she is deterred from submitting a limit order within the best quotes and the informed
dealer clears all the market orders at price A2 >A 1.H i sb l u ﬀ has been successful.
Formally let m be the probability with which the informed dealer chooses schedule D when
Ψ = 0. With the complementary probability, he chooses schedule T when Ψ = 0. The next
proposition describes the conditions under which there exists an equilibrium with bluﬃng (i.e.







Proposition 3 :W h e n 0 ≤ β ≤ β∗ and 2ασ
α+2 < ∆ < ασ, the following bidding strategies
constitute an equilibrium:
1. When there is an information event, the informed dealer posts schedule T.W h e n t h e r e




r ) and schedule T with probability (1 − m∗(β)),with 0 <m ∗(β) < 1.
2. When the book is thin, the follower submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 with
probability u∗
T = 3
4 and else does nothing. When the book is shallow, the follower adds 1
round lot at price A1. When the book is deep, the follower does nothing.
3. The average small trade spread and the average large trade spread are greater than in the
benchmark case.
The set of parameters for which this equilibrium is obtained is non-empty because (a) the
condition β < β∗ implies that m∗(β) < 1 and (b) the condition ∆ < ασ implies that β∗ > 0.
This establishes that bluﬃng strategies can be sustained in equilibrium, even though they are
correctly anticipated by the uninformed dealer.
17We now explain in detail the intuition behind the last proposition. The key point is that the
state of the book contains information on the likelihood of an information event. When m>0,
a large quoted spread has more chance to be observed when there is an information event than
when there is not.19 Actually, the informed dealer chooses the large spread with probability 1
when there is an information event and with a smaller probability otherwise. Hence a large spread
signals that an information event is impending. The quality of this signal increases with m.I n
fact if β =0and m = 1, a large spread is posted in the ﬁrst stage only when an information
event occurs and the signal is perfect. When β > 0 and/or m<1 ,t h es i z eo ft h es p r e a di s
an imperfect signal. Intuitively the quality of this signal increases with m but it decreases with
β. In particular, a large β increases the likelihood that the best quotes have been set by a
pre-committed trader and thereforethat they do not contain information.
For these reasons, when she observes a thin book (a large spread), the uninformed dealer
revises upward the probability she assigns to an information event and the size of this revision
increases with m and decreases β. This is easily checked by computing πT(m,β), the uninformed
dealer’s posterior belief conditional on the book being thin at the end of stage L (for given values
of m and β). We obtain that
πT(m,β)
def
= prob(Ψ =1| K = T)=
βΦT +( 1− β)
2βΦT +( 1− β)(2 − m)
≥ π0 =0 . (17)
Thus when she observes a large spread, the follower revises upward the probability she assigns
to an information event and marks up the cost of liquidity provision. This reduces her incentive
to submit a limit order at price A1. We refer to this eﬀect as being the deterrence eﬀect.T h e
larger is the follower’s posterior belief (πT(m,β)), the larger is the deterrence eﬀect. Thus the
deterrence eﬀect is strong when the quality of the signal provided by the spread is large (m small,
β large).
With these remarks in mind, we can now explain the nature of the equilibrium described in
Proposition 3. Conditional on the state of the book being thin (K = T), the uninformed dealer
estimates the cost of oﬀering one round lot at price A1 to be :
EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) = v0 + πT(m,β)ασ. (18)
A graphical representation of this conditional expectation as a function of m i sg i v e ni nF i g u r e3 .
The perceived cost of oﬀering 1 round lot at price A1 for the uninformed dealer becomes larger
as m enlarges. This reﬂects the fact that the deterrence eﬀect increases with m.
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE
19When m =0 , the informed dealer does not bid diﬀerently when there is an information event and when there
is not. Hence the oﬀers at the end of stage L are not informative.
18O b s e r v eo nF i g u r e3t h a tm∗(β)i st h ev a l u eo fm such that the follower is just indiﬀerent
between submitting a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 or doing nothing. That is m∗(β)i s
such that:
A1 − EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) = ∆ − πT(m∗,β)ασ =0 . (19)
Suppose that the informed dealer chooses schedule D with probability m>m ∗.I n t h i sc a s ea
thin book induces a relatively large revision in the follower’s estimation of the cost of liquidity
provision. So large that she never ﬁnds it optimal to submit a limit order at price A1 (see Figure
3). But then the informed dealer should choose to submit limit orders only at price A2 (i.e he
should always choose schedule T), whether an information event took place or not (i.e. m =0 ) .
This deviation precludes the existence of an equilibrium in which m>m ∗. Suppose then that the
informed dealer chooses schedule D with probability m<m ∗. In this case a thin book induces
a relatively small revision in her estimation of the cost of liquidity provision by the follower. So
small that she always ﬁnds it optimal to submit a limit order at price A1. But then the informed
dealer is strictly better oﬀ if he chooses schedule D when there is no information event (i.e.
m = 1). This deviation precludes the existence of an equilibrium in which m<m ∗.
When m = m∗, the follower is just indiﬀerent between undercutting a thin book or doing
nothing. Thus she follows a mixed strategy. She undercuts the thin book sometimes but not
always. The leader is then confronted with a trade oﬀ between certain execution at price A1 and
uncertain execution at a more proﬁtable price, A2. In fact, when there is no information event,
the informed dealer’s expected proﬁt if he establishes a thin book is:
ΠL(T,0)
def
=( 1 − uT)(A2 − v0)E(e Qu)+
uT
2








where uT is the probability that the follower undercuts the thin book with a limit order for 1
r o u n dl o ta tp r i c eA1. In contrast, if the informed dealer chooses the deep book, he obtains an





It is immediate that the informed dealer is better oﬀ choosing a thin (resp.a deep) book iﬀ
uT < 3
4 (resp.uT > 3
4). For uT = 3
4, he is just indiﬀerent and therefore he uses a mixed strategy,
as described in the proposition.
These order placement strategies imply that the state of the book at the end of the bidding
stage is random. For instance, suppose that the leader establishes a thin book. The follower reacts
by improving upon the quotes with probability 3
4 and does nothing otherwise. The book faced
by market order submitters might then be shallow (with probability 3
4) or thin (with probability
191
4). Thus the book is not necessarily deep at date 1, in contrast with the benchmark case. For
this reason the liquidity of the market is smaller than in the benchmark case (last part of the
proposition).
Observe that the informed dealer bids more aggressively when β enlarges (m∗(β)i n c r e a s e s
with β). The intuition is as follows. Other things equal (m∗ ﬁxed), the size of the spread is
less informative when β increases. As we already explained, this relaxes the deterrence eﬀect.
Accordingly, in order to sustain the equilibrium with bluﬃng, the probability with which the
informed dealer chooses schedule D (m∗) must increase. This increase counterbalances exactly
the eﬀect of an increase in β on the informativeness of the spread and the deterrence eﬀect.
For β large enough (β > β∗), the follower cannot be deterred from submitting a limit order
for 1 round lot at price A1,e v e ni fm = 1. In this case, there is no equilibrium in which the
informed dealer uses a bluﬃng strategy. The equilibrium bidding strategies are described in the




Proposition 4 :W h e nβ∗ < β ≤ β∗∗ and 2ασ
α+2 < ∆ < ασ, the following bidding strategies
constitute an equilibrium:
1. When there is an information event, the informed dealer chooses schedule T. When there
is no information event, the informed dealer chooses schedule D.
2. When the book is thin or shallow, the follower submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price
A1. When the book is deep, the follower does nothing.
3. The average small trade spread is as in the benchmark case but the average large trade
spread is greater than in the benchmark case.
When she observes a thin book, the follower revises upward her belief regarding the likelihood
of an information event. The revision is too small to deter her from submitting a limit order for
1r o u n dl o ta tp r i c eA1 but large enough to deter her from posting a larger size. In fact it is
easily checked that :
A1 − EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) = ∆ − (
2πT(1,β)
πT(1,β)α +1
)ασ ≤ 0,f o rβ ≤ β∗∗, (22)
which means that the uninformed dealer perceives the cost of oﬀering a second round lot at price
A1 as being larger than A1 (see Figure 4 for m =1 ) .
INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE
20The uninformed dealer bids more aggressively than in the equilibrium described in Proposition
3 but still more cautiously than in the benchmark case. This explains the last part of the
proposition.
Proposition 5 :W h e nβ > β∗∗ and 2ασ
α+2 < ∆ < ασ then the following bidding strategies
constitute an equilibrium:
1. When there is an information event, the informed deader chooses schedule T. When there
is no information event, the informed deader chooses schedule D.
2. When the book is thin, the follower submits a limit order for 2 round lots. When the book
is shallow, the follower submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 and when the book
is deep, the follower does nothing.
3. The average small trade spread and the average large trade spread are as in the benchmark
case.
Intuitively, when β is very large (greater than β∗∗), the size of the spread at the end of the
intermediate bidding stage is not very informative. Actually there is a large probability that the
spread has been established by traders without information. Hence the follower’s belief about the
occurence of an information event is not strongly aﬀected by the orders placed in the book. Thus
she behaves as in the benchmark case, that is she ﬁlls the book so that eventually 2 round lots
are oﬀered at price A1. Anticipating this behavior, the leader establishes a deep book whenever
this is proﬁtable.
AR e m a r k .In equilibrium, the follower’s posterior belief about the occurrence of an infor-
mation event is determined by Bayes rule whenever this is possible. As usual in signaling games,
there is a diﬃculty if some states of the book are out-of-the equilibrium path. By deﬁnition these
states have a zero probability of occurence in equilibrium. Hence in these states the follower’s
posterior belief cannot be determined by Bayes rule. This problem does not arise when β > 0
(all states of the book are on the equilibrium path). When β = 0, the shallow book is out-of the
equilibrium path since the informed dealer never chooses a shallow book in the equilibria that
we described previously. In this case, we make the conservative assumption that the follower
does not revise her prior belief about the occurence of an information event when she observes a
shallow book.20
20The Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium concept does not put restrictions on how players’ beliefs should be formed
when they observe actions that are out-of-the equilibrium path (actions which have a zero probability of occurence
in equilibrium). For these actions, players’ beliefs can be speciﬁed arbitrarily. See Fudenberg and Tirole (1991),
Chapter 8.
214.4 The Non-Anonymous Limit Order Market
In the non-anonymous market, we must consider two cases separately : (i) the leader is informed
and (ii) the leader is uninformed. Actually, the optimal reaction of the follower is diﬀerent in
these two cases. The equilibrium in each case is readily obtained by considering polar cases of
the analysis for the anonymous market. First, consider the polar situation in which β =0i n
the anonymous market. In this case, the uninformed dealer knows that the leader is an informed
dealer, even though she does not directly observe his identity. Accordingly the game in the
anonymous market is identical to the game played in the non-anonymous market when the leader
is informed. This remark yields the next corollary.
Corollary 1 : Consider the case in which the leader is the informed dealer. In this case, the
dealers’ bidding strategies described in Proposition 3 when β =0form an equilibrium of the non-
anonymous market. In particular, the informed dealer uses a bluﬃng strategy: when there is no
information event, he chooses schedule D with probability m∗(0) < 1.
Now consider the other polar situation : β = 1 in the anonymous market. In this case
the uninformed dealer knows that the leader is a precommitted trader. Thus, the game in
the anonymous market is identical to the game played in the non-anonymous market when the
leader is a precommitted liquidity trader. We deduce that the equilibrium of the non-anonymous
market when the leader is uninformed is identical to the equilibrium of the anonymous market
when β = 1. Hence it is described by Proposition 5. As the limit orders posted in the ﬁrst stage
contain no information, the uninformed dealer optimally behaves as in the benchmark case. She
ﬁlls the book so that 2 round lots are oﬀered at price A1 at the end of the bidding stage.
Anonymity and Bidding Aggressiveness. It is useful to analyze in detail how dealers’
bidding behavior diﬀers in the anonymous market and in the non-anonymous market. Ultimately
this helps understanding how a switch to anonymity aﬀects liquidity in our model. Observe that
for a given value of β, the informed dealer chooses to establish a deep book with probability
m∗(β) in the anonymous market and probability m∗(0) in the non-anonymous market, when
there is no information event. Thus, as m∗(β) >m ∗(0), the informed dealer behaves more
competitively in the anonymous market than in the non-anonymous market. Actually a switch
to anonymity reduces the informational content of the quotes posted at the intermediate stage,
other things equal. As explained in the previous section, this induces the informed dealer to post
more aggressive limit orders.
The eﬀect of anonymity on the uninformed dealer’s bidding behavior is more complex. Con-
sider the case in which the uninformed dealer faces a large spread (for the other states of the
book, the uninformed dealer’s behavior is not aﬀected by the anonymity regime). In the non-
22anonymous market, the uninformed dealer undercuts the best oﬀer with probability u∗
T = 3
4 if
the leader is informed and with probability 1 if the leader is a precommitted trader. Thus the
probability of observing a limit order improving upon the large spread is:
u∗




in the non-anonymous market. In the anonymous market, the uninformed dealer’s behavior
depends on his belief on the identity of the trader who set the large spread. If there is a large
probability (β ≤ β∗) that this trader is an informed dealer, then the uninformed dealer behaves
cautiously : he undercuts the best oﬀer with probability u∗
T = 3
4. In contrast, if there is a small
probability (β > β∗) that this trader is informed then the uninformed dealer is not deterred from
improving upon the large spread : he places limit orders within the best quotes with probability 1
when the spread is large. As 3
4 <
(3+β)
4 < 1, we conclude that the likelihood that the uninformed
dealer improves upon a large spread can be smaller or larger in the anonymous market, depending
on the value of β.
Another measure of the follower’s aggressiveness is the probability that she will oﬀer two
round lots at price A1 if she undercuts a large spread. This probability is β in the non-anonymous
market. In the anonymous market, this probability is equal to zero if β ≤ β∗∗ and 1 otherwise.
Thus the follower can oﬀer more or less depth at price A1 in the anonymous market, depending
on the value of β.
To sum up, the follower is more (resp. less) aggressive in the anonymous market if β ≥ β∗∗
(resp. β ≤ β∗). For β ∈ [β∗,β∗∗], she undercuts the thin book more frequently in the anonymous
market but with smaller orders than in the non-anonymous market.
5T h e E ﬀects of a Switch to Anonymity
In this section we compare measures of market liquidity in the anonymous and in the non-
anonymous markets. Furthermore we study the informational content of the limit order book in
the anonymous and in the non-anonymous market. In this way, we obtain several implications
that we test in the next section.
5.1 Anonymity and Market Liquidity
We compute the equilibrium values of the small and the large trade spreads (as deﬁned in Equa-
tions (5) and (6)) in the anonymous market and in the non-anonymous market. We obtain the
following result.
23Corollary 2 : A switch to an anonymous limit order book reduces the expected small and large
trade spreads only when β is large enough (β ≥ β∗∗).W h e n β is small (β < β∗), as w i t c h
to an anonymous limit order book enlarges the expected small and large trade spreads. When
β∗ < β < β∗∗, a switch to anonymity: (i) reduces the expected small trade spread and (ii)
increases the expected large trade spreads.
Thus a switch to an anonymous limit order book should aﬀect liquidity. The impact, however
is ambiguous and depends on β. Recall that the informed trader behaves more competitively in
the anonymous market. However, when β is small, the uninformed trader bids more conservatively
(undercuts a thin book less frequently) in the anonymous market (see the previous subsection).
These two eﬀects have opposite impacts on market liquidity and the second eﬀect dominates
when β is small. When β is large enough, a switch to anonymity makes both the informed dealer
and the uninformed dealer more aggressive. This explains why it reduces the small and the large
trade spread.
Interestingly, for intermediate values of β (β∗ < β < β∗∗), a switch to anonymity is beneﬁcial
to traders who submit small market orders (since it reduces the average small trade spread) but
not to traders who submit large orders. Actually for these intermediate values the switch to
anonymity reduces the probability that no round lots will be oﬀered at price A1(i.e. Pr(Q1 =0 )
decreases). But, simultaneously, it reduces the probability that the uninformed dealer will oﬀer 2
round lots at price A1 (see previous subsection for an explanation). Overall the probability that
2 round lots will be oﬀered at price A1 (i.e. Pr(e Q1 = 2)) is smaller. Accordingly the probability
that a large market order will walk up the book is larger and the large trade spread increases.
5.2 Anonymity and the Informational Content of the Book
There are two possible quoted spreads at the end of the bidding stage: Large (A2 −v0)o rS m a l l
(A1 −v0)t h a tw ed e n o t eb y“ La”a n d“ Sm” respectively. Notice that a large spread is observed
at the end of the bidding stage only when the follower has chosen not to improve upon the quotes
posted in stage 1. Hence a large spread is always set by the leader. In contrast, a small spread
at the end of the bidding stage may be set by the leader or by the follower. The informational
content of the spread for future price volatility can be measured by
IB = E(²2
1 | Spread = La) − E(²2
1 | Spread = Sm)
= σ2[Pr(Ψ =1| Spread = La) − Pr(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)],
where the second equality follows from the deﬁnition of ²1. The rationale for this measure is
simple. If the size of the inside spread is non-informative then it should not help to forecast
24future price volatility (i.e. E(²2
1 | Spread = La)=E(²2
1 | Spread = Sm)). In this case IB =0 .I n
contrast if the size of the inside spread is informative then IB 6=0 .I nw h a tf o l l o w s ,w ed e n o t eb y
Ia
B and Ina
B the informational content of the spread in the anonymous and in the non-anonymous
markets, respectively.
Corollary 3 : In the non-anonymous market and in the anonymous market, the size of the
bid-ask spread is informative about future price volatility : Ina
B > 0 and Ia
B > 0. However the
informational content of the bid-ask spread is smaller in the anonymous market, i.e. Ina
B >I a
B,
when β > β∗.
We have argued in the previous section that a large spread signals that an information event
is impending. Contrarily, a small spread signals the absence of an upcoming information event.
This means that I
j
B > 0 and this explains why the forecast of future price volatility increases
with the size of the spread (E(²2
1 | Spread = La) >E (²2
1 | Spread = Sm)).
The impact of a switch to anonymity on the informational content of the spread is complex.
On the one hand, it reduces the incentive of an informed dealer to post a large spread when
there is no information event (m∗ increases with β) .H e n c eh i sq u o t e sa r em o r es e n s i t i v et oh i s
information and thereby they contain more information on future volatility. On the other hand,
the switch to anonymity can induce the non-informed dealer to establish a small spread more
frequently (when β ≥ β∗). Thus a small spread is less informative. For this reason, when β ≥ β∗,
the switch to anonymity reduces the informativeness of the bid-ask spread. Hence the forecast of
future price volatility is less sensitive to the size of the spread (i.e. E(²2
1 | Spread = La)−E(²2
1 |
Spread = Sm)) is smaller in the anonymous market).
This corollary yields two new testable predictions. First, in time-series, the size of the spread
in a given period should help to forecast the magnitude of price movements in subsequent periods
(future price volatility). Furthermore the strength of the association between the size of the spread
in one period and price volatility in a subsequent period should be aﬀected by the anonymity
regime. In particular, when a switch to anonymity reduces the spread on average (β ≥ β∗), the
association between the size of the spread and subsequent price volatility should be weaker.
5.3 Extensions
More than 2 dealers. Our model of price formation in a limit order book is very stylised.
Several of the results rely on the fact that the informed dealer uses a bluﬃng strategy in the
non-anonymous environment and that his incentive to do so is reduced in the anonymous envi-
25ronment. A concern is that the incentive to bluﬀ might disappear when the informed dealer faces
competition from many uninformed dealers or from another informed dealer.
In order to study this question, in Appendix B, we consider an extension of the model in which
: (i) the informed dealer competes with several uninformed dealers and (ii) the informed dealer
competes with informed and uninformed dealers. In the ﬁrst case, the equilibrium outcome is
identical to the outcome obtained in the baseline model. In particular when β ≤ β∗,t h ei n f o r m e d
dealer uses the bluﬃng strategy described in Proposition 3. This is also the case when the follower
may be informed if this does not happen with a too large probability (it must be smaller than
0.75). It is intuitive that this probability should not be too large. Actually, in the polar case in
which it is equal to one, the informed dealer and the follower have symmetric information and
therefore the situation is identical to the benchmark case.
Other Parameter Values. In the previous sections, we have analyzed in detail the equilibria
which emerge when 2ασ
α+2 < ∆ < ασ. Analysis of other parameter values yields similar conclusions.
In particular, consider the case in which ασ < ∆ < 2ασ
α+1.21 In this case, it is proﬁtable to oﬀer one
round lot (but no more) at price A1 if there is an information event. Thus, the informed dealer
posts a shallow book (rather than a thin book) when there is an information event. For β small
enough, the informed dealer uses a bluﬃng strategy : he sometimes posts the shallow book when
there is no information event. In this case, this is not a large spread but rather a small quoted
depth at price A1 which signals that an information event is pending. But the implications are
qualitatively identical to those we derived when ∆ < ασ. In particular the lack of liquidity in
the book foreshadows an informational event and the informativeness of the book is smaller in
the anonymous market if β is large enough. Furthermore a switch to anonymity decreases the
large trade spread if β is large enough.22
21T h ec a s ei nw h i c h∆ ≥
2ασ
α+1 is not interesting. In this case, the tick size is so large that it is proﬁtable to oﬀer
two round lots at price A1 even if an information event occurs with probability one. Clearly, in this situation, the
deterrence eﬀect has no bite. Accordingly, there is no diﬀerence between the case in which dealers have asymmetric
information and the case in which they have symmetric information.
22F o rt h e s ep a r a m e t e rv a l u e s ,t h es m a l lt r a d es p r e a di sn o ta ﬀected by the switch to anonymity. But this is an
artifact of the condition ασ < ∆.W eh a v ef o c u s e do nt h ec a s e∆ < ασ to show that a switch to anonymity aﬀects
both the quoted spread and the quoted depth, in general.
266 Empirical Analysis
6.1 Institutional Background and Dataset
6.1.1 Euronext Paris
In March 2000, the Amsterdam Stock Exchange, the Brussels Stock Exchange and the Paris
Bourse decided to merge. This merger (which took place in September 2000) gave birth to
Euronext, a holding with 3 subsidiaries: Euronext Amsterdam, Euronext Brussels and Euronext
Paris. Since the merger, the 3 exchanges have strived to create a unique trading platform (called
NSC).23 This goal is achieved since October 29, 2001. However, as of today, the 3 exchanges
still have separate limit order books for each stock. Euronext Paris was ﬁrst to adopt the new
trading platform on April 23, 2001, soon followed by Brussels on May 21, 2001 and Amsterdam
on October 29, 2001.24 For Euronext Paris, the trading rules were very similar before and after
the switch to NSC. Indeed, for CAC40 stocks, the switch to an anonymous limit order book was
the only signiﬁcant change (see below).
NSC is an electronic limit order market (see Biais, Hillion and Spatt (1995) for a complete
description of this market). Trading occurs continuously from 9:00 a.m. to 5:25p.m. for most
of the stocks.25 The opening and the closing prices are determined by a call auction. All orders
are submitted through brokers who trade for their own account or on behalf of other investors.
Traders primarily use two types of orders: (a) limit orders and (b) market orders. Limit orders
specify a limit price and a quantity to buy or to sell at the limit price. Limit orders are stored
in the limit order book and executed in sequence according to price and time priority. If the
limit price crosses a limit on the opposite side of the book (so called “marketable limit orders”)
then the limit order is immediately executed (entirely or partially depending on its size). Market
orders execute upon arrival against the best price on the opposite side of the book. Any quantity
in excess of the depth available at this price is transformed into a limit order at that price.
Marketable limit orders can walk up or down the book (if they are large enough) whereas market
orders do not (they can be viewed as marketable limit orders at the best price on the opposite
side of the book).
All limit orders must be priced on a pre-speciﬁed grid. The tick size is a function of the stock
price level. At the time of our study, the tick size is 0.01 Euros for prices below 50 Euros, 0.05
Euros for prices between 50.05 and 100 Euros, 0.1 Euros for prices between 100.1 Euros and 500
23N S Ci sa na c r o n y mw h i c hs t a n d sf o r“ N o u v e a uS y s t ` eme de Cotation”.
24The Lisboa Stock Exchange joined Euronext in 2002.
25Less liquid stocks trade in call auctions which take place at ﬁx e dp o i n t si nt i m ed u r i n gt h et r a d i n gd a y .A l l
stocks in our sample are traded continuously.
27Euros and 0.5 Euros for prices above 500 Euros.26
The transparency of the market is quite high. Brokers observe (on their computer terminals)
all the visible limit orders (price and associated depth) standing in the book at any point in
time. The 5 best limits on each side of the book, the total depth available at these limits and the
number of orders placed at each limit are disclosed to the public. The depth available in the book
can be larger than the visible depth. Actually NSC enables traders to display only a portion of
their limit order by submitting hidden orders. The hidden portion retains price priority but loses
time priority. A fraction of the hidden quantity becomes visible only when the quantity initially
disclosed is fully executed.
Until April 23, 2001, but not after that date, the identiﬁcation code of the issuing broker
was also displayed for each order standing in the book. We refer to this change in the trading
organization as the switch to anonymity. This switch applied to all stocks listed on Euronext
Paris. The objective of market organizers was to harmonize the trading rules in Euronext Paris
and Euronext Amsterdam (in which trading was anonymous). The electronic limit order book in
the Paris Bourse had been non-anonymous since its inception in 1986. Interestingly, at this time,
non-anonymity was viewed as a way to retain an essential feature of the open-outcry market used
before the introduction of electronic limit order trading (see Muniesa (2003)).
Euronext Paris classiﬁes stocks which trade continuously in 2 diﬀerent groups, called “Continu
A” and “Continu B”. Stocks are assigned to one group based on measures of market activity
(transaction and order frequency, trading volume). Stocks in Continu A feature a higher level of
market activity. For stocks in Continu B, the switch to supply side anonymity was accompanied
by another change. For these stocks, counterparty IDs used to be disclosed immediately after
completion of their transaction until April 23, 2001. This is not the case anymore since this date.
Thus stocks in Continu B have experienced a change in both pre-trade and post-trade anonymity.
For this reason, it is diﬃcult to isolate the eﬀects of supply side anonymity on measures of market
liquidity for these stocks. Fortunately, counterparty IDs have always been concealed for stocks in
Continu A. Our empirical analysis uses CAC40 stocks. All the constituents stocks in this index
belong to the Continu A group, and account for 84% of the total market capitalization of this
group (at the time of our study).
6.1.2 The Dataset
The data (trades, quotes and orders) are obtained from the BDM database provided by Euronext
Paris. Our dataset contains a time stamped record of all transactions and orders (price and
26In April 2001, the value of the euro in dollar was approximately 0.86 Dollar / Euro.
28quantities) submitted to the market from March 1 to May 30, 2001 for the constituent stocks of
the CAC 40 index.
In order to avoid contamination of our ﬁndings due to the proximity of the event date, we
drop two weeks of observations around April 23, 2001. We also drop all observations after May
20, 2001 in order to avoid confounding eﬀects due to the adoption of NSC by Euronext Brussels.27
Finally we drop one stock from the sample because it was delisted from the index during the
sample period. After these treatments, our data set contains 39 stocks and 28 trading days: (i)
14 trading days before the event from March 26 to April 12, 2001 and (ii) 14 trading days after
the event from April 30 to May 20, 2001. We conduct our experiment on this dataset.
Additional but minor changes in trading rules took place for the stocks in our sample on
April 23, 2001. Firstly, the Bourse changed some of the criteria which are used to select the
opening price when there is a multiplicity of clearing prices at the opening. Secondly, it advanced
by 5 minutes the end of the continuous trading session in order to facilitate the organization of
the closing call auction. In our empirical analysis, we exclude observations collected during the
ﬁrst and the last 5 minutes of the continuous trading period. Thus our ﬁndings should not be
contaminated by changes which aﬀect the determination of opening and closing prices.
The Bourse also changed the treatment of orders which can trigger a trading halt. Trading
halts occur when price changes exceed pre-speciﬁed thresholds. Before April 23, 2001 traders had
the possibility to submit marketable limit orders resulting in a halt without partial execution of
their order. Thus traders could suspend the trading process without bearing any direct cost. In
contrast, as of April 23, 2001 marketable limit orders triggering a halt are partially executed up
to the threshold price. This change in the handling of trading halts applied to all stocks. Hence
there is no obvious way to control for its possible eﬀects.
Table 3 presents some summary statistics (number of trades, average price, trading volumes,
average trade sizes, daily return volatility and market capitalization) for our sample stocks.
Separate ﬁgures are given for the pre-event period (March 26 to April 12) and the post-event
period (April 30 to May 20). We further report t-values for a test for the equality of means and
z-values for a Wilcoxon test for equality of medians.
The ﬁgures reveal a high level of trading activity for the stocks in our sample. The average
daily number of transactions per stock is in the range of 2300. The number of transactions is
slightly lower in the post-event period. On the other hand, the trading volume (in number of
shares and in Euro) is higher in the post-event period. None of the diﬀerences are signiﬁcant,
however. Return volatility, deﬁned as the standard deviation of 30 minute midquote returns,
27Arguably, this switch facilitated the access of Belgian traders to the French market. Thus, it may have increased
the number of participants to Euronext Paris.
29is signiﬁcantly lower in the post-event period. Thus, in our empirical analysis we will have to
control for the possible eﬀect of lower volatility on measures of market liquidity.
6.2 Empirical Findings
6.2.1 Anonymity and Market Liquidity
A ﬁrst implication of our model is that measures of market liquidity such as the quoted spread
and the eﬀective spread should be diﬀerent in the pre and in the post-event period. Furthermore
the direction of the impact should be determined by the proportion of informed dealers, (1 − β)
(see Section 5). It is diﬃcult to design a direct test of the model because β is not observed. Given
our interpretations (see Section 3.1), a natural proxy for β would be the proportion of agency
limit orders. Unfortunately, in our dataset, we cannot identify principal and agency orders. For
CAC40 stocks, Declerck (2001) ﬁnds that the 6 intermediaries which handled 71% of all principal
trades accounted for only 39% of all orders during her study period. Furthermore, principal
trading accounted for 27% of the trading volume, on average. These ﬁndings suggest that β is
relatively high for CAC40 stocks (which constitute our sample). Thus we expect a decrease in
the quoted spread and in the eﬀective spread after the switch to anonymity.
Univariate Analysis. We ﬁrst calculate an average spread for each stock and each trading
day. Then we average over the 14 days of the pre-event period and the 14 days of the post-
event period. This results in two observations for each stock, one pre-event observation and one
post-event observation. Finally, we average over the sample stocks.
We use two measures of the quoted bid-ask spread, namely, the quoted spread in Euro and
the quoted percentage spread.28 We use two weighting schemes for computing these measures.
The ﬁrst gives each observation equal weight. The second assigns each observation a weight that
corresponds to the time span during which the respective spread was valid. We thus have a total
of four metrics for the eﬀect of the switch to anonymity on the bid-ask spread.
T h er e s u l t sa r es h o w ni nT a b l e4 .W eﬁrst observe that the diﬀerent weighting schemes do not
materially aﬀect the spread estimates. Spreads in the post-event period are lower than those in
the pre-event period. This holds irrespective of the spread measure used. The quoted spread in
Euro has decreased by 0.03 Euro on average (21% of the average quoted spread in the pre-event
period). We apply a t-test and a Wilcoxon test to investigate whether the reduction in the spread
is signiﬁcant. The test statistics, also shown in Table 4, indicate that the reduction is signiﬁcant
at the 5% level for the percentage quoted spread but not for the quoted spread in Euro. One
28In order to compute the quoted spread, we collect the value of the bid-ask spread each time there is a change
in the size of the inside spread or in the quantities oﬀered at the best quotes.
30potential explanation is that, as documented in Table 3, average prices were slightly higher in
the period after the switch to anonymity. This reinforces the decrease in percentage spreads.
Additionally, the minimum tick size is frequently binding for CAC40 stocks which prevents a
decrease in the Euro spread. Hence, in the multivariate analysis, we will control for the eﬀect of
the price level and the tick size.
The eﬀective spread is the absolute diﬀerence between the (average) price at which a market
order executes and the quote midpoint prior to the trade multiplied by two (so that the eﬀective
spread is comparable to the quoted spread). This is a measure of price impact for a given trade.
Formally :
Effective Spread =2 ∗ | P − m |,
where m is the quote midpoint 5 seconds prior to the transaction and P is the transaction price.
Some marketable limit orders exhaust the quantity oﬀered at the best quotes and walk up or
down the limit order book. These orders are reported as multiple trades occcuring at the same
time at diﬀerent prices in our dataset. Following Biais, Hillion and Spatt (1995), we classify these
multiple trades as a single transaction at the weighted average price.
The last line in Table 4 reports the results. The average eﬀective spread decreases from 0.154
Euro to 0.129 Euro. This decrease is, however, not statistically signiﬁcant. This comparison
does not take into account that the trade size distribution may have changed after the switch
to anonymity. The trade size is a potential determinant of the eﬀective spread since, at a given
point in time, large orders should have larger price impact. Hence we estimate the average
eﬀective spread for each decile of trade sizes in our sample. We proceed as follows. First we
classify transactions according to the trade size. Then, for each trade size decile, we calculate the
average eﬀective spread per stock and per trading day.29 Finally, we average over the 14 days of
the pre- and the post-event period and ﬁnally aggregate over the sample stocks.
The results are presented in Figure 5. Overall, the eﬀective spread has decreased for each
trade size in our sample. There is no trade size for which the decrease is statistically signiﬁcant,
however. Observe that, in all but the largest order size classes, the eﬀective spread is comparable
to, or even smaller than, the average quoted spread. This indicates that liquidity demanders
behave strategically : they submit their market orders when the spread is smaller than average.
The eﬀective spread is indirectly a measure of the overall depth of the limit order book.
Actually, the larger the quantities oﬀered at given prices in the book, the smaller will be the
price impact for a marketable order with a given trade size. Hence the previous results suggests
29Rule 11Ac1-5 by the SEC dictates that market centers in the U.S provide periodic measures of execution costs.
The eﬀective spread is one such measure. The SEC requires market centers to report this measure for diﬀerent
order size categories, as we do here.
31that the switch to anonymity has been accompanied by an increase in the depth of the book.
We cannot formally test this hypothesis because we do not have data on the quantities oﬀered
behind the best quotes at a given point in time. However we can study the eﬀect of the switch
to anonymity on the number of shares oﬀered at the best quotes (the “quoted depth”).
Thus, in a third step, we analyze whether the quoted depth is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent after the
switch to anonymity. It is well-known that quoted depth will tend to be larger, other things
equal, at larger spreads (see Lee et al. (1993)). Hence we compare the quoted depth in the
pre-event period and in the post-event period controlling for the level of the quoted spread. For
each level of the quoted spread (between 1 and 9 ticks), we ﬁrst calculate the average depth at
the best bid and ask prices per stock and per trading day, then average over the 14 days of the
pre- and the post-event period and ﬁnally aggregate over the sample stocks. Quoted depth can
be measured in Euro or in number of shares. We obtain similar results in each case. For brevity
we just report the ﬁndings for the quoted depth in Euro.30
The results are given in Figure 6. They indicate that the depth at the best quotes is larger
in the post-event period for all nine quoted spread sizes. However, the change in quoted depth is
generally not statistically signiﬁcant.
Overall the results in this section indicate that the switch to anonymity has improved the
liquidity of the market. The quoted spread and the eﬀective spread have declined while the
quoted depth is larger. This may explain why traders submit larger orders in the post-event
period (see Table 3). Only the change in the relative quoted spread is statistically signiﬁcant,
however.
Multivariate Analysis. The changes in spreads and depth documented in the preceding
section may be caused by variables we have not controlled for. In particular, Table 3 reveals
that volatility is systematically lower in the post-event period. Furthermore we have pointed
o u tt h a te ﬀects due to the tick size or changes in price levels between the two periods limit the
conclusions which can be drawn from the univariate analysis. We use a regression framework to
analyze whether the switch to anonymity aﬀects spreads once we control for variables which are
known to determine market liquidity.
Numerous empirical studies ﬁnd that spreads depend on trading volume, the price level, and
return volatility (see Stoll (2000)). We therefore include the log of the trading volume (in euro),
the average price level and the standard deviation calculated from 30-minute midquote returns
as control variables. As noted previously, the minimum tick size is a function of the price level
of the stock. As the tick size potentially aﬀects the size of the spread, we include the eﬀective
30We collect the value of the quoted depth each time there is a change in the size of the inside spread or in the
quantities oﬀered at the best quotes.











where Aj[Bj] denotes the jth ask (bid) price (j =1 ,...,n)o b s e r v e do nd a yt and TS(.) denotes
the minimum tick size associated with the ask and bid price, respectively. The tick size is a
function of the stock price. It thus changes whenever a stock’s bid and/or ask prices rises above,
or falls below, one of the price thresholds which determine the tick size. The tick size can even
be diﬀerent on each side of the book if the ask and the bid price are above and below a threshold
price, respectively. TSi,t is simply the average minimum tick size for stock i on day t.To sum up,
the regression model is
si,t = γ0 + γ1 log(Vo l i,t)+γ2TSi,t + γ3Pi,t + γ4σi,t + γ5D + εi,t, (25)
where si,t is a measure of the spread for ﬁrm i at date t, Vo l i,t is the trading volume for ﬁrm i
at date t, TSi,t is the average tick size for ﬁrm i at date t, Pi,t is the price level for ﬁrm i at date
t, σi,t is the standard deviation of 30-minute midquote returns for ﬁrm i at date t and D is a
dummy variable which captures the eﬀect of the switch to anonymity on the bid-ask spread (it
takes on the value 1 for the observations in the anonymous regime). All variables are calculated
for each stock and each day. We thus have one observation for each stock and each trading day.
We estimate separate regressions for the ﬁve spread measures described above (including the
eﬀective spread). The results are reported in Table 5 (under the label “Regression 1”). The
independent variables explain a large part of the variation in bid-ask spreads, as evidenced by
R2s ranging from 0.64 to 0.90. All spread measures are negatively related to volume and are
positively related to volatility. Quoted spreads measured in Euros and eﬀective spreads are
positively related to the price level whereas quoted percentage spreads are negatively related
to the price level. Finally, we ﬁnd a signiﬁcant positive relation between the spreads and the
eﬀective tick size. This supports our conjecture that, for CAC40 stocks, the tick size may often
be binding for the inside spread.
We now turn our attention to the eﬀect of the post-event dummy. The coeﬃcient on this
variable is negative in each case, indicating that spreads are lower after the switch to anonymity.
This conﬁrms the ﬁndings of the univariate analysis. The results are even stronger because, for
all spread measures, the reduction is statistically signiﬁcant at the 5% level. The coeﬃcient on
the dummy variable indicates that the switch to anonymity has reduced the quoted spread by
about 0.02 Euro (about 12% of the average quoted spread) and the eﬀective spread by about 0.01
Euro.
We implemented a number of robustness checks. The regressions presented thus far assume
that the intercept is constant across stocks. In a second set of regressions we allowed for diﬀerent
33intercepts (i.e., ﬁxed eﬀects) by including stock-speciﬁc dummy variables. The results are also
presented in Table 5 (“Regression 2”; we omitted the coeﬃcients on the dummy variables to con-
serve space). Upon inclusion of the dummy variables the regression R2 increases. The qualitative
results remain unchanged.
A possible concern with our speciﬁcation is that the error terms may be contemporaneously
correlated across stocks because the switch to anonymity aﬀects all stocks at the same time.
To address that concern we implement a procedure proposed by Boehmer, Saar and Yu (2003).
We include separate dummy variables for each day of the post-event period. The coeﬃcient
estimates are unbiased in the presence of contemporaneous correlation. Testing the median of
the 14 dummies against zero provides a robust test of the hypothesis that spreads are lower in
the post-event period.31 We also allow for stock-speciﬁc intercepts. Results are shown in the last
5 columns of Table 5 (“Regression 3”). The median of the dummy variables is always negative.
In fact, in all cases all 14 individual dummies are negative. Therefore, the null hypothesis of a
zero median is easily rejected. Overall, the multivariate analysis conﬁrms the univariate results.
The switch to anonymity is associated with lower bid-ask spreads.
6.2.2 The Spread as a Signal of Future Price Changes.
Now we turn to the model predictions regarding the informational content of the book on future
(short-term) price volatility. Our purpose is twofold. First we want to test the hypothesis that
the size of the spread contains information on the magnitude of future price movements. Second,
we want to test the hypothesis that the switch to anonymity has altered the quality of the signal
provided by the spread.
In order to perform these tests, we use the following methodology. For each stock in our
sample, we partition each trading day into sixteen 30-minutes intervals and one 25 minutes
interval (the last interval). We measure price volatility in interval τ ∈ {1,2,...,17} for stock i by
Vo l iτ =| miτ −miτ−1 | where miτ is the midpoint of the best buyside and sellside limit prices at
the end of interval τ.T h u sVo l iτ is the magnitude of the price movement in interval τ.T h e nw e
estimate the following pooled regression model :







where, for stock i, Niτ is the number of transactions in interval τ, ATriτ is the average trade size
31Another way to control for contemporaneous correlation (also proposed by Boehmer, Saar and Yu 2003) is
to aggregate the data across stocks. This results in a time-series regression with 28 observations, one for each
trading day. We estimated this model (results are not shown) and found the post-event dummy to be negative and
signiﬁcant. The results are thus fully consistent with those presented in the text.
34in interval τ,s i,τ is the average quoted spread in interval τ, DPost is a dummy variable equal to 1
in the post event-period and zero in the pre-event period, Tkτ is a trading interval dummy equal
to 1 if k = τ and the Di are stock-speciﬁc dummy variables allowing for diﬀerent intercepts. We
have partitioned each trading day into seventeen intervals but we only have sixteen intradaily
observations per stock since we use lagged variables as independent variables. Furthermore we
drop one trading interval dummy and one stock dummy to avoid linear dependence. Vo l Mτ is
the market volatility, deﬁned as the absolute change in the value of an equally weighted index of
the sample stocks (calculated from quote midpoints) in interval τ.
It is well-known that there are systematic intraday patterns in price volatility and that volatil-
ity is autocorrelated. We include the trading interval dummies Tkτ and the lagged volatility Vo l iτ
in the list of independent variables to control for these eﬀects. We also include the number of
trades and the average trade size (in interval τ) because Jones, Kaul and Lipson (1994) show
that these variables are determinants of price volatility. The market volatility is included be-
cause the volatility for individual stocks depends on market conditions. Furthermore, the market
volatility variable captures the decline in volatility from the pre-switch to the post-switch period
documented above.32
Our regression model is similar in spirit to the model estimated by Ahn, Bae and Chan (2001).
They use intraday data from the Hong-Kong Stock Exchange to study lead-lag relationships
between quoted depth and price volatility. The focus of their paper however is very diﬀerent from
ours and they do not consider the spread as a potential determinant of future price volatility.
We are primarily interested in the eﬀect of the quoted spread in a given period (siτ)o np r i c e
volatility in the subsequent period (Vo l iτ+1). Recall that our hypothesis is that an increase in
the spread in a given period foreshadows a large price movement in the subsequent period. Thus
we expect a5 > 0. Furthermore, the switch to anonymity should aﬀect the sensitivity of the price
volatility forecast to the spread. The ﬁndings of the previous section (smaller quoted and eﬀective
spreads after the switch to anonymity) are consistent with the model when β > β∗.T h u si nt h i s
case we expect a6 < 0 : the price volatility forecast is less sensitive to the size of the spread in
the anonymous environment.
Table 6 reports the results. Consistent with our hypothesis, we ﬁnd that the size of the spread
in a given period is positively and signiﬁcantly associated with price volatility in the subsequent
period (a5 =0 .29). Furthermore, the sensitivity of the future price volatility to the size of the
spread is signiﬁcantly smaller in the post-event period (a6 = −0.23). Overall the results support
the view that (i) the size of the spread contains information about future price volatility and that
32Alternatively, we included the dummy variable DPost for the post-switch period. Its coeﬃcient is negative and
signiﬁcant when the market volatility is excluded from the regression but changes sign and becomes insigniﬁcant
once we include the market volatility. The other coeﬃcients are not aﬀected by these alternative speciﬁcations.
35(ii) its informativeness is smaller after the switch to anonymity.
We have performed a number of robustness checks (results not reported for brevity).33 We
checked that both the trading interval dummies and the stock-speciﬁc dummies are jointly sig-
niﬁant. We added the contemporaneous volume variables (i.e., Niτ+1 and ATriτ+1) to the model.
The number of trades is signiﬁcantly positively related to volatility. Inclusion of these variables
does, however, not aﬀect our main result. We further estimated separate regressions for the pre-
switch and the post-switch period. Consistent with our previous result we ﬁnd that the spread is
signiﬁcantly and positively related to future volatility in both periods, but the relation is weaker
in the post-switch period as is evidenced by a smaller coeﬃcient estimate and a lower regression
R2.
Two possible concerns remain. First, our model assumes equal slope coeﬃcients for all stocks.
Second, there may be contemporaneous correlation among the residuals for diﬀerent stocks. To
address these concerns we estimated separate regressions for each stock. The residuals from these
regressions are virtually uncorrelated. The mean of the 741 pairwise correlations is 0.002 and
the highest correlation coeﬃcient is less than 0.3.34 Apparently, the market volatility variable
included in the regression captures the co-movement in volatility. Our main result is also con-
ﬁrmed in these individual regressions, albeit somewhat weaker than in the pooled model. The
coeﬃcient on the lagged spread is positive in 38 out of 39 cases (and signiﬁant at the 10% level in
15 cases), the coeﬃcient on the interaction term DPostsiτ is negative in 27 cases and signiﬁcantly
so in 8 cases. Among the 12 positive coeﬃcients only one is signiﬁcant.
In a ﬁnal set of robustness checks we have estimated similar regression models using intervals
of ﬁfteen minutes instead of intervals of thirty minutes. Furthermore, we have considered the
absolute or the squared return on the midquote as alternative measures of price volatility. With
all these speciﬁcations, we obtain similar ﬁndings.
6.2.3 Other Explanations
Three empirical ﬁndings emerge : (i) the switch to anonymity has been followed by a reduction
in bid-ask spreads, (ii) the size of the spread contains information on future price volatility but
(iii) its informativeness has declined after the switch to anonymity. These ﬁndings are consistent
with our model. Are there other possible explanations?
Simaan et al. (2003) argue that it is more diﬃcult for liquidity providers to collude in an
33T h er e s u l t sf r o mt h er o b u s t n e s sc h e c k sa r ea v a i l a b l eu p o nr e q u e s t .
34Restricting the slope coeﬃc i e n t st ob ee q u a la c r o s ss t o c k sa si sd o n ei no u rb a s em o d e ly i e l d ss i m i l a rr e s u l t s .
The average correlation is 0.009 and the maximum value is 0.361.
36anonymous environment. This hypothesis implies that a switch to anonymity will result in more
competitive bid-ask spreads, as we ﬁnd. However, collusion among liquidity suppliers is unlikely in
a limit order market like Euronext because a large number of intermediaries compete in supplying
liquidity. For instance, for the CAC40 stocks (our sample stocks), Declerk (2001) reports that
they were 59 active broker-dealers in 1999. Furthermore this hypothesis does not explain why the
informativeness of the bid-ask spread on future price volatility should be aﬀected by the switch
to anonymity.
Non-anonymity also facilitates the search of counterparties for block trading. For instance,
consider an upstairs broker who must buy a block of shares for his client. Non-anonymity enables
the broker to locate traders with large sell orders standing in the book. Then he can contact
these traders directly (by phone) and arrange the trade without executing the order against the
limit order book. If upstairs brokers were using brokers’ IDs to this purpose then the switch to
anonymity has increased their search costs. Hence it should reduce the volume of trades taking
place upstairs. This reduction in market fragmentation may then result in a deeper limit order
book. We call this the “search cost hypothesis”.
In order to investigate further this hypothesis, we have computed the average daily number
of block trades negotiated upstairs before and after the switch to anonymity. We also computed
the number of block trades executed downstairs, that is, executed directly against the book. For
each stock in our sample, Euronext Paris deﬁnes a “normal block size” (NBS). All orders larger
than one NBS are considered as blocks and as such are eligible for special block trading rules.
In particular, they can be negotiated upstairs and do not need to be executed at prices equal
to or within the best bid and oﬀer quotes.35 Hence we consider that a transaction is a block if
its size exceeds one NBS. The NBS in our sample varies between 2,000 and 100,000 shares with
an average value of 19410.26 shares. If the “search cost hypothesis” is correct, the number of
upstairs trades should decrease and the number of downstairs trades should increase, after the
switch to anonymity.
Table 7 reports the results. The average daily number of upstairs trades has decreased after
the switch to anonymity (from about 4 trades per day to 2.4 trades). The decrease is signiﬁcant
at the 5% level. The average daily trading volume negotiated upstairs also has decreased, but not
signiﬁcantly. The number and the volume of downstairs trades have increased but again these
changes are not signiﬁcant. Overall these mixed results are not very supportive of the “search
cost hypothesis”. We also note that this hypothesis cannot explain why the informativeness of
the spread on future price volatility has changed after the switch to anonymity.
35See Bessembinder and Venkataraman (2003) for a detailed analysis of block trading on Euronext Paris.
377 Conclusions
We consider a model of limit order trading in which some limit order traders have superior
information on the likelihood of future price movements. Informed limit order traders bid more
conservatively when they expect a large price movement (an information event). For this reason,
the state of the book is informative about future price movements. In particular a large bid-
ask spread signals an impending price movement and thereby it reduces uninformed dealers’
inclination to improve upon posted oﬀers. Informed dealers exploit this eﬀect to earn larger rents
by using bluﬃng strategies : sometimes, they set large spreads while they could proﬁtably set
more competitive quotes.
We show that these strategic interactions imply that the amount of information provided
on limit order traders’ IDs aﬀects market liquidity. When these IDs are concealed, uninformed
dealers’ bidding strategies are determined by their belief on the type of the trader setting the
best quotes (informed/uninformed). If there is a large probability that a large spread is set
by an informed dealer, they do not improve upon the quotes while if this probability is small,
they improve upon the best quotes. In contrast, when limit order traders’ IDs are disclosed,
uninformed dealers’ bidding strategy is determined by the actual type of the trader setting the
best quotes. It follows that uninformed dealers can behave more or less aggressively in the
anonymous market, depending on the fraction of informed traders in the population of liquidity
suppliers. As for informed limit order traders, they always bid more aggressively in the anonymous
market. Overall, these results imply that a switch to anonymity results in smaller trading costs
for small and large orders when the fraction of informed limit order traders is small.
We also show that concealing limit order traders’ IDs alters the informational content of the
book. On the one hand, in the anonymous market, informed dealers post quotes which reﬂect
more faithfully their private information on the magnitude of future price movements. This
eﬀect increases the informational content of the book in the anonymous regime. On the other
hand, when the fraction of informed limit order traders is small, uninformed dealers play a more
active role in setting the best quotes in the anonymous regime. As their orders do not contain
information, this eﬀect works to reduce the informational content of the book when limit order
traders’ IDs are concealed. On balance, we ﬁnd that concealing limit order traders’ IDs reduces
the informational content of the book for parameter values for which it reduces the quoted spread.
Thus, a switch to anonymity has an impact on market liquidity and the informational content
of the limit order book but the direction of this impact is an empirical question. On April 23,
2001, the limit order book for stocks listed on Euronext Paris became anonymous. We compare
spreads and quoted depth before and after this event for a sample of 39 actively traded stocks.
This natural experiment indicates that quoted and eﬀective spreads are signiﬁcantly smaller
38in the anonymous market. Moreover we ﬁnd that the quoted depth has increased (albeit not
signiﬁcantly). Overall the results suggest that the switch to anonymity has improved market
liquidity.
We also study the intraday relationship between price volatility and the size of the bid-ask
spread. We divide each trading day in intervals of thirty minutes. We ﬁnd that there is a positive
and signiﬁcant relationship between the magnitude of the price movement in one period and the
size of the spread in the previous period. The association is weaker (albeit still signiﬁcant) after
the switch to anonymity. This is consistent with a smaller informativeness of the spread after
the switch to anonymity. There are other possible explanations for the impact of anonymity on
the bid-ask spreads. But, unlike our model, these alternative explanations fail to explain why
the switch to anonymity also aﬀects the informativeness of the spread for future volatility.
Our ﬁndings suggest several interesting venues for future research. The logic our model sug-
gests that a lack of liquidity in the book foreshadows a price movement. This lack of liquidity
manifests itself by a large spread but also by a steeper book. This suggests that the slope of
the book, in addition to the size of the spread, may also contain information on future price
volatility.36 This could be tested with more detailed data. On another front, the analysis raises
intriguing questions about the relationships between changes in option prices and the liquidity of
the underlying securities. Options contain information on the price volatility of the underlying
security (see Lamoureux and Lastrape (1993) or Szakmary et al.(2003)). How does this informa-
tion aﬀect limit order prices in the market for the underlying security? Converserly, how does
information on future price volatility contained in the limit order book aﬀect option prices?
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42Table 1: Main Notations
e V2 Final value of the security at Date 2
²1 Innovation at date 1
v0 Unconditional expected value of the security
α Probability of order submission by a speculator if information event
q Size of 1 round lot
π0 Prior probability of an information event
σ Size of an innovation
β Probability that the leader is a precommited trader
∆ Tick size
Aj jth ask price on the grid above the unconditional expected value
K State of the book at the end of the ﬁrst stage
ΦK Probability that the state of the book is K if the leader is a pre-commited trader
Q1 Depth of the book at price A1
Qs Size of the market order submitted by a speculator
Ql Size of the market order submitted by a liquidity trader
πK Follower’s belief about the occurence of an information event
Ψ Indicator variable (0 if there is no information event; 1 otherwise)
438A p p e n d i x
8.1 Appendix A
Preliminary Remarks. Let ΠF(n,K) be the follower’s expected proﬁti fs h eo ﬀers n round lots
at price A1 conditional on the state of the book being K at the end of stage L and conditional on
the arrival of a buy order at date 1 (this is the expected proﬁt on a sell limit order). Obviously
ΠF(0,K) = 0. Furthermore, we have
ΠF(2,T)=[ πT[2α(A1 − (v0 + σ)) +
3
2
(1 − α)(A1 − v0)] +
3
2
(1 − πT)(A1 − v0)],
which rewrites (using the expressions for EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) and EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) given in
Equations (8) and (10)):
ΠF(2,T)=A1 − EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) + Pr(e Q(2) ≥ 2 | K = T )(A1 − EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2)),
(26)
where Pr( e Q(2) ≥ 2 | K = T )=απT+1
2 . Using the same type of reasoning we also obtain:
ΠF(1,T)=A1 − EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) (27)
and
ΠF(1,S)=P r (e Q(2) ≥ 2 | K = S )(A1 − EπS(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2)). (28)
These expressions will be used in the proofs below.
P r o o fo fL e m m a1 . The proof follows directly from the arguments in the text. The reader can
also check the claim by using the follower’s expected proﬁts given in Equations (26), (27) and
(28).¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n1 . It follows from the argument before the proposition.¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n2 .We denote by ΠL(K), the leader’s expected proﬁt if he posts schedule
K conditional on the arrival of a buy order at date 1. The follower’s reaction is given in Lemma
1f o rπS = πT =0 .5 (since dealers have symmetric information). It follows that the book at the
end of the bidding stage will be deep (since 2ασ
α+2 < ∆). Given the follower’s reaction, we deduce
that
ΠL(T)=0 ,
ΠL(S)=π0[α(A1 − (v0 + σ)) + (1 − α)(A1 − v0)] + (1 − π0)(A1 − v0)=A1 − Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1),
44ΠL(D)=π0[2α(A1 − (v0 + σ)) +
3
2
(1 − α)(A1 − v0)] +
3
2
(1 − π0)(A1 − v0),
which rewrites (using the expressions for Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) and Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 2)):
ΠL(D)=A1 − Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) + Pr(e Q(2) ≥ 2)(A1 − Eπ0(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2)),
where Pr( e Q(2) ≥ 2) = απ0+1
2 is the probability that a buy order at date 2 is larger than 2 round
lots (when 2 round lots are oﬀered at price A1). Condition (14) implies that






<v 0 + ∆.
Furthermore we know that Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) <E π0(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2). Therefore we conclude that
Eπ0(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) <E π0(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) <A 1.
It immediately follows that
ΠL(T) < ΠL(S) < ΠL(D),
which proves that the dealer acting in stage L chooses schedule D.¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n3 .
Step 1. We show that the follower’s bidding strategy is a best response to the informed
dealer’s bidding strategy. First consider the case in which the book is thin at the end of the ﬁrst
stage. The follower’s expected proﬁt if she submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 is
(see Eq. (27) in the preliminary remarks):
ΠF(1,T)=A1 − EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1),
that is (using Equation (8)):
ΠF(1,T)=∆ − απT(m∗,β)σ. (29)
Substituting m∗(β) by its expression in πT(m∗,β) (given by Eq.(17)) and then substituting
πT(m∗,β)i nE q u a t i o n( 2 9 ) ,w eﬁnd that
ΠF(1,T)=∆ − απT(m∗,β)σ =0 .
Furthermore Equation (26) yields
ΠF(2,T)=A1 − EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) + Pr(e Q(2) ≥ 2 | K = T )(A1 − EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2)).
As A1 = EπT(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1 )( a sw ej u s th a v es h o w n )a n db e c a u s eEπT(V | e Q ≥ 2)) >E πT(V |
e Q ≥ 1), we deduce that ΠF(2,T) < 0 .H e n c ew eh a v es h o w nt h a t :
ΠF(1,T)=ΠF(0,T) > ΠF(2,T).
45Thus, when she observes a thin book, the follower’s optimal reaction is either to submit a limit
order for 1 round lot or to do nothing. As she is indiﬀerent, the mixed strategy given in the
proposition is a best response for the follower. In equilibrium, the informed dealer never chooses
a shallow book (whether Ψ = 1 or not). Thus when she observes a shallow book, the follower
does not update her beliefs and behaves as in the benchmark case.37 These arguments establish
the second part of the proposition.
Step 2. We show that the informed dealer’s bidding strategy is a best response. We denote
by ΠL(K,Ψ), the leader’s expected proﬁti ns t a t eΨ if he posts schedule K conditional on the
arrival of a buy order at date 1. When Ψ =0 , straightforward computations yield (taking into
account the follower’s reaction):
ΠL(T,0) = (1 − u∗














ΠL(S,0) = A1 − v0,
and




Using the fact that u∗
T = 3
4,w eo b t a i n
ΠL(D,0) = ΠL(T,0) > ΠL(S,0).
Thus when Ψ =0 , the leader optimally chooses schedule D or schedule T. As she is indiﬀerent
between these two schedules, choosing schedule D with probability m∗(β) and schedule T with
probability (1 − m∗(β)) is a best response. Notice that m∗(β) < 1i fβ < β∗.
Now we consider the informed dealer’s optimal reaction when Ψ =1 . G i v e nt h ef o l l o w e r ’ s
reaction and the informed trader’s behavior, we deduce that:








(A2 − v0)] > 0.
and
ΠL(S,1) = A1 − E1(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1)
and
ΠL(D,1) = A1 − E1(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) + Pr( e Q(2) ≥ 2)(A1 − E1(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2))
37The informed dealer never chooses a shallow book. Thus when β = 0, the probability of observing a shallow
book at the end of the ﬁrst stage of the bidding stage is zero. The follower’s posterior belief after observing a
shallow book cannot be computed by bayes rule in this case. In this case (see remark at the end of Section 4.2),
we assume that the follower’s belief on the occurence of an information event is given by her prior belief. This
guarantees continuity with respect to β of the follower’s posterior belief conditional on observing a shallow book.
46Using Eq.(8) and (10), we obtain E1(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) = v0 +ασ and E1(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) = v0 + 2ασ
α+1.
Hence when ∆ ≤ ασ,w eh a v e
A1 ≤ E1(V | e Q(1) ≥ 1) <E 1(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2).
Hence, we deduce that
ΠL(T,1) > 0 >Ma x {ΠL(S,1),ΠL(D,1)}.
Thus when Ψ =1 , the leader optimally chooses schedule T.
Finally observe that there cases in which the book will be thin at the end of the bidding
stage. This happens when (i) the informed dealer chooses a thin book and the follower does
not undercut or (ii) a pre-commited trader establishes a thin book and the follower does not
undercut. Thus there are cases in which large or small orders will execute at price A2.I n t h e
benchmark case, all orders execute at price A1 <A 2. This remark yields the last part of the
proposition.¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n4 .
Part 1. We ﬁrst show that the follower’s bidding strategy of the follower is a best response.
First consider the case in which the book is thin. The follower’s expected proﬁt if she submits
a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 is (using Equation (29) in the proof of the previous
proposition):
ΠF(1,T)=∆ − απT(1,β)σ (30)
Given the informed dealer’s bidding behavior, bayesian calculus yields:
πT(1,β)=prob(Ψ =1| K = T)=
βΦT +( 1− β)
2βΦT +( 1− β)
.
It is then easily checked that
ΠF(1,T)=∆ − απT(1,β)σ = ∆ − α[
βΦT +( 1− β)
2βΦT +( 1− β)
]σ > 0,
iﬀ β∗ < β. Furthermore the follower’s expected proﬁt if she submits a limit order for 2 round
lots (given that the book is thin) can be written (see Equation (26)):
ΠF(2,T)=ΠF(1,T)+P r (e Q(2) ≥ 2 | K = T )(A1 − EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2)).
Recall that




47It is easily checked that πT(1,β) is such that
A1 − EπT(V | e Q(2) ≥ 2) ≤ 0,
iﬀ β ≤ β∗∗. Thus, if β ≤ β∗∗, the follower never submits a limit order for two round lots at
price A1 since she expects to lose money on the second round lot. Hence we have shown that
the follower’s best response when the book is thin is to submit a limit order for 1 round lot. In
equilibrium, the informed dealer never chooses a shallow book (whether Ψ = 1 or not). Thus
when she observes a shallow book, the follower does not update her beliefs and behaves as in the
benchmark case. These arguments establish the second part of the proposition.
Part 2. Next we show that the informed dealer’s bidding strategy is a best response. When
Ψ = 1, the argument is identical to the argument developed in the proof of the previous proposi-
tion (with u∗







ΠL(S,0) = A1 − v0 = ∆,
and







Thus the informed dealer’s best response when there is no information event is to post schedule
D.
Part 3. On the equilibrium path, there is at least 1 round lot oﬀered at price A1. Thus
the small trade spread is (A1 − v0) with certainty, as in the benchmark case. There are cases,
however, in which the book will be shallow at the end of the bidding stage (instead of deep in
the benchmark case). This occurs when the leader (informed or not) chooses a thin book. In this
case the follower submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price A1 and at the end of the bidding
stage the book is shallow. Thus there are cases in which the marginal execution price for large
market orders is A2 . This implies that the large trade spread is greater than in the benchmark
case, on average.¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n5
The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 4. The only diﬀerence is that




since β > β∗∗. It immediately follows that ΠF(2,T) > ΠF(1,T). This means that the follower
submits a limit order for 2 round lots when the book is thin. Notice that in this case, the book
48is deep with certainty at the end of the bidding stage, as in the benchmark case. This yields the
last part of the proposition.¥
P r o o fo fC o r o l l a r y1 . It follows immediately from the arguments in the text.¥
P r o o fo fC o r o l l a r y2 .
In what follows, a superscript “a” (resp. “na”) indexes the value of a variable in the anony-
mous (resp. non-anonymous) market.
Part 1. The Small Trade Spread. The expected small trade spread is given by:
ES
j
small = ∆(1 + Pr(Q
j
1 =0 ) ) , for j ∈ {a,na}.
We deduce that the diﬀerence between the expected small trade spread in the anonymous market
and the expected small trade spread in the non-anonymous markets is:
ESa
small − ESna
small = ∆(Pr( e Qa
1 =0 )− Pr(e Qna
1 =0 ) ) .
When β > β∗, we have Pr( e Qa
1 = 0) = 0. This follows from Propositions 4 and 5. Furthermore
we deduce from Corollary 1 that:
Pr(e Qna






) > 0. (31)
Thus for β > β∗,E S a
small −ESna
small < 0. When β ≤ β∗, using the equilibrium bidding strategies






















Using the expression for m∗(β), we rewrite this equation:
Pr(e Qa





which means that ESa
small − ESna
small > 0w h e nβ ≤ β∗.
Part 2. The Large Trade Spread. The expected large trade spread is given by
ES
j
large = ∆(2 − Pr(Q
j
2 =2 ) ) ,forj∈ {a,na}.
We deduce that the diﬀerence between the expected large trade spread in the anonymous market
and the expected large trade spread in the non-anonymous markets is:
ESa
large − ESna
large = ∆(Pr( e Qna
1 =2 )− Pr( e Qa
1 =2 ) ) .
49Using Corollary 1, we obtain
Pr( e Qna




When β > β∗∗, we have Pr( e Qa
1 = 2) = 1 (see Proposition 5). Thus ESa
large − ESna
large < 0f o r
β > β∗∗.F o r0≤ β < β∗, we deduce from Proposition 5 that:
Pr( e Qa










(m∗(0) − m∗(β)) + βΦT.
Using the expression for m∗(.) and rearranging, we rewrite this equation:
Pr(e Qna





We deduce that ESa
large − ESna
large > 0f o rβ < β∗.
For β∗ < β ≤ β∗∗, we deduce from Proposition 4 that:
Pr( e Qa

















(m∗(0) − 1) + βΦT).
Substituting m∗(0) by its expression, it is readily shown that the Right-Hand -Side of this expres-
sion is negative when β∗ < β ≤ β∗∗. We deduce that ESa
large−ESna
large > 0w h e nβ∗ < β ≤ β∗∗.¥
P r o o fo fC o r o l l a r y3
Recall that :
IB = σ2[Prob(Ψ =1| La) − Prob(Ψ =1| Sm)],
Hence, in order to establish Corollary 3, we must compute Prob(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)a n d
Prob(Ψ =1| Spread = La) both in the non-anonymous and in the anonymous regime.
1) In the Non-Anonymous Regime. Using the bidding strategies described in Corollary 1
and Bayesian calculus, we obtain :
Probna(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)=
β +( 1− β)u∗
T
2(β +( 1− β)u∗














50We conclude that Ina
B > 0.
2) In the Anonymous Regime. If β ≤ β∗, using the bidding strategies described in Proposition
3 and Bayesian calculus, we obtain :
Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)=
β(ΦS + ΦD + ΦTu∗
T)+( 1− β)u∗
T
2(β(ΦS + ΦD + ΦTu∗
T)+( 1− β)u∗







Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = La)=
βΦT +( 1− β)





Hence we conclude that if β ≤ β∗ then Ia
B > 0. If β > β∗ , using the bidding strategies described
in Propositions 4, 5 and bayesian calculus, we obtain :





Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = La)=
βΦT +( 1− β)





We conclude that if β > β∗ then Ia
B > 0. In this case, it is important to realize that the large
spread is necessarily established by the leader. This remark is used implicitly in the computation
of Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = La).
Now we compare Ia
B and Ina
B . First consider the case in which β ≤ β∗. Using the expression
of m∗(β) given in Proposition 3, it is easily shown that
Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = La)=P robna(Ψ =1| Spread = La).
We deduce that :
Ina
B − Ia
B = σ2[Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm) − Probna(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)]
Using the expressions of Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm)a n dP robna(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm), we
obtain after some algebra that Ina
B <I a
B. Now consider the case in which β > β∗.I nt h i sc a s e ,
it is easily shown that
Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm) > Probna(Ψ =1| Spread = Sm),
and
Proba(Ψ =1| Spread = La) < Probna(Ψ =1| Spread = La).
We deduce that Ina
B >I a
B when β > β∗.¥
518.2 Appendix B
In this appendix, we propose an extension of the baseline model in which the informed dealer
faces competition from several non-informed dealer or from another informed dealer. We show
that when 0 ≤ β ≤ β∗, the equilibrium is very similar to the equilibrium described in Proposition
3 of the paper. In particular the informed dealer keeps using a bluﬃng strategy. For brevity, we
do not present the equilibrium outcomes for the case in which β > β∗. There are qualitatively
similar to those described in Propositions 4 and 5.
A.Several Uninformed Dealers. Suppose that N ≥ 1 uninformed dealers observe the limit
orders posted in the initial stage. They submit their limit orders sequentially. Now consider the
following course of actions :
1. The informed dealer acts as described in Proposition 3.
2. When she faces a thin book, the uninformed dealer who reacts ﬁrst submits a limit order
for 1 round lot at price A1 with probability p∗
T(N)=1−(1
4)1/N and does nothing otherwise.
For other states of the book, she acts as described in Proposition 3.
3. An uninformed dealer who does not react ﬁrst submits a limit order for 1 round lot at price
A1 with probability p∗
T(N)=1−(1
4)1/N if she faces a thin book and does nothing otherwise.
It is readily shown that these bidding strategies constitute an equilibrium (we omit the detailed
proof for brevity). When they observe a thin book, uninformed dealers revise upward their beliefs
about the occurence of an information event in such a way that they are all indiﬀerent between
submitting a limit order at price A1 or not (exactly as described in Section 4.2). Hence they
play a mixed strategy when they observe a thin book. Their mixed strategy is such that the





T(N)+... +( 1− p∗
T(N))N−1p∗
T(N)=3 /4.
Thus, when there is no information event, the informed dealer is just indiﬀerent between posting
a deep book or a thin book (as explained in Section 4.2). Therefore he uses the bluﬃng strategy
d e s c r i b e di nP r o p o s i t i o n3 .
B.Competition between Informed Dealers. Suppose that the follower can be informed on
the likelihood of an information event with probability θ. Otherwise she is uninformed. Consider
the following course of actions when θ ≤ 3
4.
1. The informed dealer who acts in stage L bids as described in Proposition 3.
522. When she faces a thin book, the uninformed dealer submits a limit order for 1 round lot at




(1−θ) and does nothing otherwise. For other states of the
book, she acts as described in Proposition 3.
3. When there is an information event, the informed dealer who acts in stage F does nothing.
If there is no information event, the informed dealer who acts in stage F submits a limit
order at price A1 for (a) 1 round lot if she faces a shallow book and (b) 2 round lots if she
faces a thin book.
It is straightforward to show that these bidding strategies form an equilibrium. For brevity,
we just show that it is optimal for the informed dealer acting in stage L to use a bluﬃng strategy.
When there is no information event, the probability that the follower undercuts a thin book is:
u∗
T = θ +( 1− θ)p∗
T =3 /4.
Thus the informed dealer is just indiﬀerent between posting a deep book or a thin book when
there is no information event. Therefore he uses a bluﬃng strategy, as described in Proposition
3. It follows that a switch to anonymity will induce the informed dealer acting in the ﬁrst stage
to bid more aggressively, exactly as in the case in which θ = 0. Notice that this result holds for
all values of θ ≤ 3
4. For larger values of θ, the informed dealer acting in stage L does not use a
bluﬃng strategy (he behaves as described in Propositions 4 and 5) and a switch to anonymity



































Figure 2 : Building the Limit Order Book 
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Figure 4 : Equilibrium when β
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Eπ T(V|Q≥ 2)= v0+απ Τ (m,β)σ/(απ Τ (m,β)+1)  
 
v0+απ 0σ/(απ 0+1) Table 3 Descriptive statistics
Mean Pre-event Post-event t-value z-value
Number of trades 2 301 2 317 2 286 0,07 0,33
Price 87,65 85,43 89,87 0,33 0,39
Trading volume (shares) 1 378 467 1 323 177 1 433 757 0,26 0,84
Trading volume (€ mio) 91 83 99 0,73 1,01
Average Trade Size (shares) 488 460 515 0,90 0,85
Volatility 0,0055 0,0063 0,0047 5,22 19,82
Market Capitalization (€ mio) 30 170 26 482 33 857 0,99 0,40
The table reports averages for the variables listed in the first column. We first calculated averages for each stock and each day. Then, we average 
over the 14 days of the pre-event period and the post-event period, respectively. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of 30 minute 
midquote returns. The last two columns report the test statistics ( a t-test and z value for a Wilcoxon test) of the null hypothesis that the differences 
in means and medians, respectively, are zero. Table 4 Univariate Analysis of the Spread
Mean Pre-event Post-event t-value z-value
quoted spread €, equally-weighted 0,162 0,177 0,146 1,36 1,78
(standard deviation) (0,16) (0,18) (0,15)
quoted spread €, time-weighted  0,162 0,177 0,147 1,27 1,81
(standard deviation) (0,20) (0,22) (0,17)
quoted percentage spread, equally-weighted (in %)  19,56% 22,04% 17,09% 3,67 11,24
(standard deviation) (0,16) (0,18) (0,15)
quoted percentage spread, time-weighted (in %)  19,50% 21,91% 17,09% 3,56 10,26
(standard deviation) (0,19) (0,22) (0,17)
effective spread, equally-weighted 0,142 0,154 0,129 1,23 1,11
(standard deviation) (0,10) (0,11) (0,09)
The table reports averages for the variables listed in the first column. We first calculated averages for each stock and each day. Then, we 
average over the 14 days of the pre-event period and the post-event period, respectively. Figures in parentheses are the standard deviations of 
each spread measure. The last two columns report the test statistics (respectively a t-test and a Wilcoxon test) of the null hypothesis that the 
differences in means and medians, respectively, are zero. Table 5 Multivariate Analysis of the Spread
Regression 1 : Baseline regression Regression 2: Regression with fixed effects Regression 3:  Regression with fixed effects and 14 day dummies
quoted 

































































spread in €, 
equally-
weigted
Constant 0,101 * 0,109 * 0,343 * 0,359 * 0,055 * 0,129 * 0,141 * 0,297 * 0,315 * 0,077 * 0,123 * 0,135 * 0,296 * 0,315 * 0,074 *
(17,01 ) (17,49 ) (38,52 ) (40,46 ) (7,56 ) (11,02 ) (12,45 ) (22,12 ) (24,62 ) (7,60 ) (10,32 ) (11,71 ) (21,36 ) (23,49 ) (7,18 )
Log(volume) -0,031 * -0,032 * -0,047 * -0,049 * -0,020 * -0,020 * -0,023 * -0,027 * -0,030 * -0,011 * -0,018 * -0,021 * -0,027 * -0,030 * -0,009 *
(-23,43 ) (-22,65 ) (-28,06 ) (-29,03 ) (-13,88 ) (-8,21 ) (-8,71 ) (-8,54 ) (-9,16 ) (-4,31 ) (-6,55 ) (-7,32 ) (-7,54 ) (-8,26 ) (-3,37 )
Ticksize 0,566 * 0,498 * 0,559 * 0,551 * 0,716 * 1,187 * 1,119 * 0,825 * 0,763 * 1,186 * 1,182 * 1,116 * 0,810 * 0,750 * 1,191 *
(4,67 ) (4,09 ) (5,48 ) (5,30 ) (5,31 ) (6,16 ) (5,62 ) (3,76 ) (3,52 ) (7,15 ) (6,22 ) (5,75 ) (3,71 ) (3,46 ) (7,30 )
Price 0,0014 * 0,0015 * -0,0003 * -0,0003 * 0,0011 * 0,0004 0,0005 * -0,0004 * -0,0003 * 0,0003 0,0004 0,0005 * -0,0004 * -0,0003 * 0,0003
(15,86 ) (16,86 ) (-5,20 ) (-4,91 ) (14,36 ) (1,86 ) (2,43 ) (-2,33 ) (-2,02 ) (1,65 ) (1,80 ) (2,33 ) (-2,20 ) (-1,97 ) (1,40 )
Volatility 7,275 * 6,218 * 9,689 * 7,941 * 6,992 * 5,443 * 4,698 * 7,696 * 6,323 * 4,298 * 5,495 * 4,692 * 7,771 * 6,275 * 4,259 *
(13,73 ) (11,77 ) (13,08 ) (11,04 ) (10,28 ) (10,09 ) (9,02 ) (10,46 ) (9,38 ) (7,14 ) (9,56 ) (8,47 ) (10,11 ) (8,88 ) (6,71 )
Post-Event (Median of the daily 
dummies for Specification 3) -0,024 * -0,024 * -0,027 * -0,029 * -0,017 * -0,025 * -0,024 * -0,034 * -0,034 * -0,020 * -0,026 * -0,026 * -0,032 * -0,035 * -0,021 *
(-7,79 ) (-7,75 ) (-8,53 ) (-8,99 ) (-5,21 ) (-10,49 ) (-10,28 ) (-12,30 ) (-12,71 ) (-5,38 )
Number of negative daily dummies (14 ) (14 ) (14 ) (14 ) (14 )
Adj. R2 0,86 0,85 0,65 0,64 0,70 0,89 0,89 0,73 0,73 0,75 0,90 0,89 0,74 0,73 0,75
This table presents multivariate analysis of the various spread measures denoted in line 1. For all regressions we use daily data for each stock to estimate the coefficients, and we compute Newey-West standard errors with lag two to control for 
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. In Regression 1, we report the results of an OLS regression of each spread measure on the following control variables:
Volume is measured in mio €. The ticksize variable measures the average effective tick size. The tick size is 1 €-Cent (5 Cents, 10 Cents, 50 Cents) for stocks trading at prices below 50 € (between 50 and 100 €, between 100 and 500 €, above 500€). 
The effective tick size can take on intermediate values if a stock trades at prices in more than one tick size range. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of 30-minute midquote returns. In regression 2, we run the same regression, but allow 
for stock-specific intercepts by including a dummy variable Di for each stock that is equal to one when the stock is i and zero otherwise.
In Regression 3, we control for cross-correlation by introducing 14 dummy variables Tt that equal one if the day is t (t=15,...28 in the post-event period) and 0 otherwise. For clarity, we omit to report estimates of the intraday dummies and of the fixed 
effects. However, in Regression 3, we report the median of the day dummy variables. A "*" denotes significance at the 5% level.
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Pre-event Post-event Student t z-value
Figure 5 reports the average daily effective spread by trade size decile (trade size is measured in euro). We first calculated the average effective spread for 
each stock and each day. Then, we average over the 14 days of the pre-event period and the post-event period, respectively. We also report the test statistics 
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Pre-event Post-event t-value z-value
Figure 6 reports the average daily quoted depth at the best quotes, in €, in the pre and in the post-event periods. For each stock, we first compute the daily 
average depth for various levels of the quoted spread (1,2,...,9 ticks). Then, for each spread level, we average over the 14 days of the pre-event period and 
the post-event period, respectively.  We also report the test statistics ( a t-value and a z-value for a Wilcoxon test) of the null hypothesis that the differences 
in means and medians between the post and the pre-event periods, respectively, are zero. Table 6 Regression model for the volatility
Volatility in [t,t+1] Coefficient t-value
Constant 0,06 * (3,13 )
Volatility in [t-1,t] 0,10 * (7,12 )
Average spread in [t-1,t] 0,29 * (5,42 )
Average spread in [t-1,t] * Dummy Post -0,23 * (5,39 )
Number of trades in 1,000 in [t,t+1] 0,060 * (2,75 )
Average transaction size in 1,000 shares in [t,t+1] 0,006 (1,28 )
Market volatility 0,57 * (18,91 )
R²
A "*" denotes significance at the 5% level.  For clarity, we omit to report estimates of the intraday dummies and of the fixed 
effects. 
For each stock in our sample, we partition each trading day into sixteen 30-minutes intervals and one 25-minutes interval. 
We measure price volatility in interval τ ∈{1,2,...,17} for stock i by Voli,τ=∣mi,τ-mi,τ-1∣ where mi,τ is the midpoint of the 
best buyside and sell side limit prices at the end of interval τ.  Then we estimate the following regression model with fixed 
effects:
where si,τ is the average quoted spread in interval τ, Dpost is a dummy variable equal to 1 in the post event-period and zero in 
the pre-event period, Nτ is the number of transactions in interval τ, ATrτ is the average trade size in interval τ, Di is a dummy 
variable equal to one when the stock is i and zero otherwise, Tk,τ is a dummy variable equal to 1 if k=τ and VolMτ+1 is a 
proxy for the market volatility in interval τ defined as: 
 
We have partitioned each trading day into seventeen intervals but we only have sixteen intraday observations per stock since 
we use lagged variables as independent variables. Furthermore we drop one dummy variable for the time intervals to avoid 
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For each day and each stock, we compute the number of block trades taking place in the 
upstairs market and in the downstairs market. A block trade is defined as a trade larger than one 
"Normal Block Size". Then we average across days and across stocks. We compute the average 
daily volume of block trades in the same way. The last column reports the test statistics of the null 
hypothesis that the differences in means is zero. A "*" denotes significance at the 5% level.* 
 
 
  Mean Pre-event  Post-event 
Diff.  
Post-Pre t-value 
Downstairs  Trades         
Daily Number of block trades  1.6 1.5  1.7  0.2  0.20 
Daily Volume of block trades  
(in 1,000 €)  101 596  71 057  132 135  61 078  1.59 
Upstairs Trades           
Daily Number of block trades  3.1 3.7  2.4  -1.3 1.9827*
Daily Volume of block trades  
(in 1,000 €)  9 001  10 947  7 056  -3 890 1.29 
 